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12  ABSTRACT

13 While the vast majority of bacterial genomic DNA molecules contain a single origin of replication, some 

14 natural isolates and engineered strains were reported to contain chromosomes derived from cointegration 

15 events of multiple replicons. We investigated effects of multiple DNA replication origins and terminus 

16 regions on spatial DNA organization and spatiotemporal replicon segregation in the alphaproteobacterium 

17 Sinorhizobium meliloti. Strains with a bi- and monopartite genome configuration were constructed by 

18 Cre/lox-mediated site-specific fusions of the secondary replicons pSymA and pSymB, and of the 

19 chromosome, pSymA and pSymB. The design of these strains maintained replichore ratios, GC skew, as 

20 well as distribution and orientation of KOPS and coding sequences. Growth of these strains was essentially 

21 unaffected, except for high salt conditions. Replication initiation at the three origins as well as key features 

22 of spatial organization and spatiotemporal segregation were maintained in the triple-replicon fusion strain. 

23 Cell growth was slowed down by deleting, either individually or together, the pSymA- and pSymB-derived 

24 replication initiator encoding repC genes with their intrinsic origin of replication from the dual or triple 

25 replicon cointegrates, respectively. Replication of the triple cointegrate, characterized by the chromosomal 

26 oriC as sole origin and a strongly disbalanced replichore ratio, terminated in the original chromosomal terC 

27 region, suggesting a replication trap. Progression of replication of the longer replichore was not blocked 

28 but impaired, possibly due to the retained secondary replicon’s terminus regions and reverse alignment of 

29 replichore-orienting sequence features following from the deletion of replication origins. Moreover, during 

30 the cell cycle of this strain, oriC aberrantly localized and served as replication initiation site in the mid cell 

31 area of the cell with the oldest cell pole. Growth deficiency of this strain was attenuated by a suppressor 

32 mutation causing amino acid substitution R436H in the cell cycle histidine kinase CckA.

33  AUTHOR SUMMARY

34 To proliferate, any cell must reliably replicate its genomic DNA and allocate copies to the future cell 

35 compartments prior to cell division. While eukaryotic cells typically use multiple origins of replication per 

36 chromosome to initiate replication, bacteria usually rely on a single origin of replication per genomic DNA 
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37 molecule. About 10 % of total-genome-sequenced bacterial species maintain multipartite genomes. 

38 Derivatives of such bacterial species with fused genomic DNA molecules - either natural bacterial isolates 

39 or engineered strains - demonstrate that bacteria can handle genomic DNA molecules with multiple origins 

40 of replication in their cell cycle. In our study we show that a cointegrate of three genomic replicons 

41 maintains key features of spatial organization and segregation dynamics of each replicon in the 

42 alphaproteobacterium Sinorhizobium meliloti. The spatial association of origin and terminus regions to 

43 specific cell areas, as well as preserving typical features of bacterial genome organization, such as 

44 replichore ratio and the distribution and DNA strand specificity of coding sequences and replichore-

45 orienting sequence motifs, are likely key to maintaining genomic cointegrates with multiple replication 

46 origins in a bacterial cell without major loss of cell fitness.

47  INTRODUCTION
48 About 10 % of the whole genome-sequenced bacterial species represented in databases maintain 

49 multipartite genomic DNA [1]. Their genome architectures are diverse in terms of number and size of DNA 

50 molecules maintained. In addition to the main chromosome, these bacteria harbor one or more large 

51 secondary replicons classified as secondary chromosomes, chromids or megaplasmids according to origin 

52 type, gene content, and size [1,2]. 

53 In contrast to chromosomes of eukaryotes and archaea that commonly have multiple origins of 

54 replication, bidirectional replication of bacterial main chromosomes is usually initiated at a single origin of 

55 replication (ori) and finishes in a termination zone (ter) when converging replication forks meet [3-5]. 

56 Nonetheless, several reports support that DNA molecules with more than one origin of replication can be 

57 maintained in bacteria. Strand asymmetry patterns suggest multiple origins of replication in genomes of the 

58 -proteobacterial endosymbiont Wigglesworthia glossinidia and the cyanobacterium Synechocystis 6803 

59 [6]. DNA molecules with two or three origins of replication, which originated from cointegration events of 

60 two or three replicons, were reported for natural strain isolates of the -proteobacterium Vibrio cholerae 

61 and the α-proteobacterium Sinorhizobium meliloti, respectively [7-9]. Further evidence for the possibility 
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62 of maintaining a chromosome with multiple origins of replication derives from engineered chromosomes 

63 of the -proteobacterium Escherichia coli that in addition to the native oriC locus carry one or two extra 

64 copies of this origin of replication [11,12].

65 In bacterial cells, the genomic DNA is highly organized, and replication and segregation are coordinated 

66 in space and time [13]. Common patterns in rod-shaped cells are longitudinal arrangement of the main 

67 chromosome with the origin of replication at the old cell pole and the terminus region at the new cell pole 

68 (ori-ter), or transverse arrangement (left-ori-right) placing the two replichores in the left and right halves 

69 of the cell. The former is e.g. characteristic of V. cholerae and the α-proteobacteria Caulobacter crescentus, 

70 S. meliloti and Brucella abortus, and the latter of slow-growing E. coli [14-16]. In B. abortus harboring a 

71 main chromosome and a chromid, and in S. meliloti possessing a main chromosome, a chromid and a 

72 megaplasmid, the oris of the secondary replicons localize subpolar to the old cell pole in newborn cells [16-

73 18]. This spatial arrangement differs from that of the chromid (Chr II) in V. cholerae. Here, in G1-phase 

74 cells, the ori of Chr II localizes at midcell and its ter closer to the cell’s new pole [19]. In V. cholerae and 

75 S. meliloti, it was shown that segregation of the replicons follows a predominant order, with segregation of 

76 the ori of the main chromosome preceding that of the secondary replicon(s) [18,20].

77 This raises questions about the effects of multiple oris and ters in cointegrated replicons on spatial DNA 

78 organization and spatiotemporal patterns of replicon segregation. In this study, we addressed these 

79 questions in S. meliloti Rm1021, which carries the main chromosome (3.65 Mbp), megaplasmid pSymA 

80 (1.35 Mbp) and chromid pSymB (1.68 Mbp) [21]. Vertical transmission of the secondary replicons is 

81 mediated by replicon-specific repABC loci [22] that provide a complete replication and segregation system 

82 [18]. Beside the DNA replication initiator protein RepC, the repABC operon encodes the ParAB-type 

83 partitioning proteins RepAB. Together with centromer-like sequences (parS) these proteins are crucial for 

84 segregation of replicated DNA [23]. In contrast to the chromosomal origin (oriC) characterized by specific 

85 elements including DnaA-boxes and DNA unwinding elements (DUE) [5], the origins of repABC-type 

86 secondary replicons (oriV) are located within an AT rich region of RepC [24].
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87 In this study, we constructed S. meliloti strains with a bi- and monopartite genome configuration with 

88 multiple oris or a single ori per genomic DNA molecule. We show that a cointegrate of three genomic 

89 replicons that per design preserved typical features of bacterial genome organization, such as replichore 

90 ratio, and distribution and orientation of coding sequences and replichore-orienting sequence elements, 

91 maintained key features of spatial organization and segregation dynamics of each replicon. Furthermore, 

92 we show that an engineered strain with monopartite genome configuration, harboring oriC as sole origin of 

93 replication and characterized by a strongly unbalanced replichore ratio is viable, but impaired in growth. 

94 We report evidence for replication termination in the original terC region in this strain and that this 

95 engineered genome configuration affects polar localization of oriC and replication progression. A 

96 suppressor mutation in the cell cycle histidine kinase CckA was identified that likely attenuates growth 

97 deficiency of this strain.

98  RESULTS

99 Replicon fusions preserving strand asymmetry patterns

100 To study the properties of a triple-replication origin chromosome in S. meliloti in terms of spatial 

101 organization and spatiotemporal dynamics as well as propagation stability during the cell cycle, we merged 

102 the tripartite genome of this α-proteobacterium into a single DNA molecule. Targeted fusions of the three 

103 replicons were achieved by Cre/lox-mediated recombination in S. meliloti SmCreΔhsdR [25]. This strain, 

104 further referred to as wild type in this study, lacks hsdR encoding a restriction endonuclease and carries 

105 chromosomally integrated cre encoding Cre recombinase. This recombinase catalyzes site-specific 

106 recombination of DNA between loxP sites. Replicon cointegrations sporadically occurring in S. meliloti by 

107 recombination between nodPQ1 and nodPQ2 as well as between the algI paralogues SMb20843 and 

108 SMc01551 [7] acted as blueprint for selection of the fusion sites.

109 Following integration of lox sites, in close proximity to nodPQ1 and nodPQ2, megaplasmid pSymA and 

110 chromid pSymB were initially merged to generate pSymAB by induced Cre/lox-mediated site-specific 

111 recombination. Thus, the resulting strain SmAB harbored a bipartite genome composed of the main 
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112 chromosome and pSymAB (Fig 1A; S1 Fig). Following integration of a lox site in vicinity to both algI 

113 paralogues on chromosome and pSymAB, and induced Cre/lox-mediated site-specific recombination, these 

114 genomic elements were merged, giving rise to a single genomic DNA molecule in strain SmABC (Fig 1A, 

115 S1 Fig). To reduce the possibility of direct revertants after the A-B and AB-C fusion steps, we locked the 

116 genomic design by deletion of the remaining active lox site on both the AB and ABC fused replicons. This 

117 deletion was achieved by homologous recombination between the paralogous nodPQ and algI genes 

118 flanking each of these lox sites, respectively (S1 Fig). Thus, in SmAB and SmABC, the AB and ABC DNA 

119 molecules each contained only one remaining inactive lox site with downstream antibiotic resistance 

120 marker. Fusion sites, correct genomic arrangements, and genome sequence of SmAB and SmABC were 

121 validated using PCR (S2 Fig), Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) (Fig 1B), and Illumina paired-end 

122 sequencing, respectively.

123 SmAB and SmABC genomic DNA configurations were designed to display wild type-like replichore 

124 ratios and distribution of GC content (Fig 1A; S3 and S4 Fig). Replichore orientation was reported to be 

125 defined by factors such as KOPS (FtsK orienting polar sequence) motifs and orientation of strongly 

126 expressed genes, both mostly situated on the leading DNA strand [26-28]. Each of the S. meliloti replichores 

127 contains a higher number of protein-coding genes on the leading than on the lagging strand (S5 Fig). This 

128 bias was preserved in SmAB and SmABC, even though two and three of the six replichores, respectively, 

129 were composed of segments originating from two or three different replicons of the wild type (Fig 1C). 

130 Also, the distribution of sequence motifs matching the E. coli KOPS consensus reflected the replicon 

131 structure and showed a strand asymmetry pattern with increasing motif density from ori towards ter in the 

132 replicons of wild type, SmAB and SmABC (Fig 1D; S6 Fig).

133 Cell growth and morphology were not affected by the genome rearrangements

134 Like other α-proteobacteria, S. meliloti undergoes asymmetric cell division which leads to siblings of 

135 uneven cell size [18,29,30]. Cell shape and size of the S. meliloti replicon fusion strains and the wild type 

136 were indistinguishable by microscopic analysis (Fig 2A). A few cells with strongly asymmetrically placed 
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137 constriction sites, probably resulting in minicells after cell division, were observed in cultures of the 

138 S. meliloti wild type, SmAB and SmABC strains in TY (complex) and high salt TY media (S7A Fig). A 

139 quantitative analysis identified a maximum of about 0.3 % minicells in wild type and replicon fusion strain 

140 cultures (S7B and S7C Fig). Because of the very low number of minicells in the cell populations, clear 

141 differences in the percentage of minicells in cultures of these strains in both media is not evident. When 

142 cultivated in TY or low phosphate minimal MOPS (defined) media, cell growth of both replicon fusion 

143 strains was similar to that of the wild type (Fig 2B). To analyze the effect of high-salinity and hyperosmotic 

144 stress on these strains, TY medium was supplemented with 0.4 M NaCl and 0.5 M sucrose, respectively. 

145 Compared to the wild type, SmAB and SmABC appeared only slightly impaired in growth in these media 

146 (Fig 2B). Supplementing TY medium with 0.6 M NaCl or 0.7 M sucrose enhanced the difference in growth 

147 between wild type and replicon fusion strains (S8B Fig).

148 Origins of secondary replicons became expendable in the strain with monopartite genome 

149 configuration 

150 We asked if a single replication origin would be sufficient for proper vertical transmission of the AB and 

151 ABC DNA molecules in SmAB or SmABC. We attempted to inactivate oriC by deletion of various DNA 

152 fragments in the annotated oriC region including putative DnaA boxes [31] (S9 Fig). However, our efforts 

153 to delete these DNA regions were not successful. Further, we aimed to inactivate oriA and oriB individually 

154 in the wild type and SmAB, and individually or together in SmABC. To this end, the repB-repC intergenic 

155 region and the repC coding region (repC2 of pSymA and repC1 of pSymB) were targeted for deletion 

156 (S10A Fig). In the wild type, deletion of these repC regions was not achieved. However, SmAB or SmABC 

157 lacking either of these regions (SmABΔrepC1, SmABΔrepC2 or SmABCΔrepC1, SmABCΔrepC2) or 

158 SmABC lacking both these regions (SmABCΔoriV) were obtained (S10B Fig). The configuration of the 

159 genomic DNA in all these strains was validated by PFGE (S10C Fig). Illumina sequencing verified the 

160 intended genetic changes in SmAB, SmABC and SmABCΔoriV, and revealed modifications resulting from 

161 the construction process (S6 and S7 Table). Apart from these modifications, we identified only up to three 
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162 single nucleotide variations (SNVs) per engineered genome compared to the wild type genome (S8 Table), 

163 which we suppose are unlikely to be relevant to bacterial strain survival or fitness.

164 The sequential inactivation of the secondary replicon oriVs was associated with a gradually increasing 

165 growth defect, which appeared to correlate with the number of oriVs per DNA molecule. Deletion of a 

166 single repC copy in SmAB resulted in a more severe growth defect than in SmABC, whose monopartite 

167 genomic DNA still carried two replication origins (repC and oriC) after deletion of one repC. However, 

168 deletion of both repC copies in SmABC caused the most severe growth defect (Fig 3A), even though cell 

169 morphology was inconspicuous in snap shot analysis (Fig 3B).

170 To test if replication is initiated at all three oris and to determine the replication termination regions of 

171 the triple replicon fusion molecule in SmABC a Marker Frequency Analysis (MFA) was performed. The 

172 MFA data indicate that all three oris mediated bidirectional replication (Fig 3C; S11B Fig). Furthermore, 

173 this data suggests that replication terminated in regions close to or overlapping the MFA minima for 

174 chromosome, pSymA and pSymB identified in the parental strain with tripartite genome configuration 

175 (S11A Fig), which roughly match with predicted ter regions [32]. MFA analysis of SmABCΔoriV shows 

176 clear sequence read enrichment with a maximum at oriC but no additional enrichment maxima at the 

177 mutated repABΔC (ΔoriA/ΔoriB) regions. The latter suggests loss of function of oriA and oriB in 

178 SmABCΔoriV when compared to SmABC (Fig 3C). This analysis also suggests replication termination in 

179 a region close to or overlapping terC, which separates two replichores largely differing in size with a ratio 

180 of approximately 3:1. (S11C Fig). Plateaus or decrease in locus frequencies, including ΔoriB, terB and terA 

181 regions, might indicate replication obstacles in the single-replicon monopartite genomic DNA. In addition, 

182 fluorescence microscopy-based analysis of mCherry-fused DNA polymerase III beta subunit DnaN over 

183 the cell cycle revealed a maximum of two fluorescent foci in cells with monopartite genomic DNA 

184 containing oriC as sole replication origin in contrast to four to five foci observed in parallel when all three 

185 oris were available (S12 Fig). This is indicative of a reduced number of replisome formations in 

186 SmABCΔoriV. Collectively, MFA and this microscopy data indicate that SmABCΔoriV contains a single 

187 6.7 Mbp replicon.
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188 A triple color fluorescent labeling system for simultaneous microscopic monitoring of oriC 

189 and two further freely selectable genomic loci

190 To enable live cell imaging analyses of spatial organization and spatiotemporal dynamics of the rearranged 

191 genomic DNA in the replicon fusion strains SmAB, SmABC and SmABCΔoriV, we established a triple 

192 color fluorescent labeling system. As this required using several antibiotic resistance markers, we 

193 eliminated by homologous recombination the inactive lox sites together with the downstream resistance 

194 markers that remained from the replicon fusion procedure in the AB and ABC DNA molecules (S1 and 

195 S13A Fig). This gave rise to derivatives of SmAB, SmABC and SmABCΔoriV termed SmABΔR, 

196 SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR, respectively. The genome architecture of these strains was validated by 

197 PFGE (S13B Fig) and Illumina genome sequencing.

198 ParB is known to specifically recognize and bind cognate parS sequences typically located around the 

199 chromosomal origin of replication in various bacterial species [33]. This protein was previously reported to 

200 be essential in S. meliloti [34] and used as marker for oriC in this bacterium [18,35]. Indeed, we found good 

201 evidence for C. crescentus-like parS sites localized close to oriC in S. meliloti (S14C Fig). In our study, we 

202 employed a ParB-cerulean fusion to label oriC. To this end, parB at its native chromosomal locus was 

203 replaced by a parB-cerulean fusion in SmABΔR, SmABCΔR, SmABCΔoriVΔR, and the wild type 

204 (S14A Fig). Growth of the parental strains and corresponding derivative strains was indistinguishable in 

205 TY medium (S14B Fig), suggesting that the ParB-cerulean protein was functional.

206 In addition, a fluorescence repressor operator system (FROS) for labeling of two freely selectable 

207 genomic loci was established. This system combined tetO and lacO operator arrays [36] with tetR-mVenus 

208 and lacI-mCherry placed under control of the PtauA promoter on the replicative and mobilizable low copy 

209 vector pFROS (S14A Fig). In this setup, the basal activity of PtauA [37] was sufficient to generate a well 

210 detectable fluorescent signal over analysis periods of at least up to 6 hours in our study (S14D Fig), which 

211 makes the system particularly suitable for time lapse applications.

212 Polar or subpolar localization of the three replication origins at the old cell pole and polar 

213 positioning of terC at the new cell pole was conserved in SmABC
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214 We asked for the effect of replicon fusions on the spatial organization of the genomic DNA in S. meliloti 

215 by comparing monopartite and tripartite genome architectures. To this end, SmABCΔR and wild type 

216 derivatives, both carrying the parB-cerulean marker, were equipped with tetO and lacO arrays for 

217 simultaneous labeling of oriC/oriA/oriB, oriC/terC, oriC/oriA/terA and oriC/oriB/terB (Fig 4A; S16A Fig). 

218 In addition, we constructed derivatives of both strains for simultaneous labeling of oriC via ParB-cerulean 

219 and one further genomic locus either by integration of a tetO or lacO array. The labeled positions included 

220 genomic loci adjacent to the sites used for fusion of the replicons (Fig 4A; S16A Fig). Prior to fluorescence 

221 microscopy analysis, these strains were validated by PFGE for their correct genome configuration (S15 and 

222 S18 Fig), and pFROS was introduced to mediate fluorescent labeling of the genomically integrated tetO 

223 and lacO arrays. For subcellular 2D mapping of the labeled genomic loci by snap-shot imaging of live cells, 

224 we filtered cells by size with a maximum cell length of 2.0 µm and displaying a single ParB-Cerulean-

225 mediated fluorescent focus in one of the two cell pole regions only (Fig 4B). This configuration is indicative 

226 of a G1-phase cell with oriC localized at the old cell pole [17,18]. On average, the cell lengths were 1.8 ± 

227 0.1 µm for both wild type and SmABCΔR.

228 Plotting the subcellular location of individual markers as function of the genomic position showed a 

229 tripartite triangle pattern, indicating arrangement of DNA segments between ori and ter along the 

230 longitudinal cell axis (Fig 4C). In wild type and SmABCΔR, oriC and oriA/oriB occupied polar and 

231 subpolar areas, respectively (S16B Fig). As expected from our filtering approach and in agreement with 

232 previous reports [17, 18], in both strains, the oriC signal showed a very low positional variance at one cell 

233 pole (S1 Table). Subpolar localization of oriA and oriB signals with similar variances in both strains 

234 suggests a spatial confinement of these elements to this region of the cell (S1 Table).

235 The terC fluorescence signal was enriched with low positional variance at the cell pole opposite to the 

236 pole exhibiting the ParB-cerulean signal in wild type and SmABCΔR (S16B Fig; S1 Table). However, the 

237 average spatial positions of terA and terB signals differed between these strains (S16B Fig; S1 Table). 

238 Changes in spatial positions were also found for further markers. We particularly observed differences 

239 between the average positions of the fluorescent signals for markers 5/6, 9/10 and 15/16 flanking the 
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240 replicon fusions sites in SmABCΔR compared to the wild type (Fig 4C; S1 Table). This was expected since 

241 the markers of each pair are situated on different DNA molecules in the wild type, whereas they were 

242 brought into close proximity by the replicon fusions. In contrast, the average subcellular signal positions of 

243 chromosomal markers 2, 3 and 18, which map in close vicinity to oriC or terC, did not much differ between 

244 both strains (Fig 4D; S1 Table).

245 Tethering of ori and ter regions to factors localized at cell poles was previously reported for several 

246 bacteria [38-42]. To test if the spatial organization of DNA in SmABCΔR is only determined by the 

247 positioning of locally confined origin and terminus regions and the inherent features of the DNA as semi-

248 flexible polymer of compacted units, we simulated the DNA arrangement for genome configurations 

249 differing in number and position of confined loci. We expanded a previously described model [43] by 

250 implementing not only one origin and one terminus as possible fixpoints, but three of each. By ergodic 

251 sampling over 200 configurations (Fig 4E) using the MOS-algorithm [44] the average genomic 

252 organization was obtained.

253 Initially, we generated a model including only oriC (S17A Fig) and oriC/terC (S17B Fig) as anchoring 

254 points of the 6.7 Mbp DNA molecule at the old and the new cell poles. We found that confining these two 

255 loci are not sufficient to describe the spatial arrangement of pSymA- and pSymB-derived DNA. By 

256 anchoring of all three origins to the experimentally determined average subcellular position, we gained a 

257 ternary model structure with highly variable DNA segments between the three points (S17C Fig). However, 

258 in this model structure, the DNA segment between oriC and oriB did not extend up to the opposite cell 

259 pole. We then confined terC to the new cell pole, and oriC to the polar, and oriA and oriB to the subpolar 

260 regions of the old cell pole (S17D Fig) since these loci showed the smallest positional variance in the 

261 experimental data (S17E Fig). With these four anchored points the generated model structure already 

262 reflected the experimentally determined positions of loci 2, 3 and 5 as well as locus 6 located on the 

263 chromosome and pSymB, respectively. However, it did not describe the experimentally determined average 

264 localization of terA and terB. Loci close to terA and terB showed a high positional variance in the 
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265 experimental data (S17E Fig). By a spatial confinement of terA and terB within the experimental data 

266 variance we gained a tripartite triangle structure (Fig 4F), albeit this model did not reproduce the 

267 experimentally determined average localization of loci 13 to 18.

268 Spatiotemporal dynamics of origin and terminus regions in replicon fusions strains 

269 To study the effect of bi- and monopartite genome configurations and reduced number of replication 

270 initiation sites on DNA segregation, we analyzed the spatiotemporal dynamics of the replication origin and 

271 terminus regions in SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR in comparison to the wild type. For this 

272 purpose, we completed the set of strains carrying tetO and lacO arrays for labeling of replication origin and 

273 terminus regions. To this end, we integrated the corresponding constructs into the appropriate genomic 

274 positions of SmABΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR, validated the genome configurations of the resulting strains 

275 by PFGE (S18 Fig), and introduced pFROS. At the level of individual cells, microscopic snap-shot and 

276 time lapse data of combinations of labeled oriC/oriA/oriB, oriC/terC, oriC/oriA/terA and oriC/oriB/terB 

277 were generated.

278 Spatiotemporal choreography of origins and termini was similar in the replicon fusion strains and 

279 wild type. Initially, the spatiotemporal dynamics of fluorescently labeled ori and ter loci in mother cells of 

280 S. meliloti wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR were analyzed. For each individual cell analyzed, cell cycle 

281 duration and cell size were normalized to 100 % (0/100 % – completion of cell division) and to 1 (0 – old 

282 cell pole, 1 – new cell pole), respectively, to facilitate comparative analyses. In agreement with our previous 

283 study [18], in these three strains, two oriC foci, indicative of the start of chromosome segregation, were 

284 observed at the old cell pole (Fig 5B; S3 Table) shortly after completion of cell division (first quarter of the 

285 cell cycle, Fig 5A). This was followed by translocation of one of these oriC foci (oriC2) to the new cell 

286 pole (S19B, S21B and S23B Fig), and oriC segregation was mostly completed before cells reached the 

287 second quarter of the cell cycle (Fig 5Cii). In the three strains, oriA and oriB foci translocated from a 

288 subpolar region to the midcell area where duplication of both was observed after completion of oriC 

289 partitioning (Fig 5B). The visible segregation of these foci occurred in the second quarter of the cell cycle 
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290 (Fig 5A), on average 41.0 ± 12.4 min (oriA) and 48.2 ± 11.2 min (oriB) after oriC foci duplication 

291 (S29A Fig). Progression of this segregation resulted in localization of both an oriA and oriB copy in each 

292 subpolar region of the future sibling cells (S19A, S21A and S23A Fig).

293 Translocation of the terC foci from the new pole to midcell started in the three strains approximately in 

294 the middle of the cell cycle (Fig 5C). Two terC foci were observed at midcell for the first time in the last 

295 quarter of the cell cycle before cell division (Fig 5B and 5C). terA and terB foci already localized in the 

296 midcell area before duplicated foci were observed in this region (Fig 5B). Doubling of terA and terB foci 

297 was observed prior to terC segregation in the third quarter of the cell cycle (Fig 5A). In the daughter cells, 

298 choreography of individual ori and ter foci was similar to that in the mother cells described above (S27 and 

299 S28 Fig; S4 and S5 Table).

300 We asked if there is a preferential order of oriA and oriB segregation at the level of individual wild type, 

301 SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells. Upon detailed examination, we found that duplication of oriA and oriB 

302 foci in both mother and daughter cells was very close in time (S19A, S21A and S23A Fig), and was 

303 observed either simultaneously (S29B Fig) or sequentially (Fig 5D), with oriA starting segregation before 

304 oriB in the majority of cells. In up to a fifth of wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells analyzed (n=200 

305 each), we found the doubling of oriA and oriB foci within the same time frame of 5 minutes (S29C Fig). In 

306 the remaining proportion of cells that showed sequential segregation of these origins, oriA segregation 

307 preceded that of oriB in three-fourth of these cells (Fig 5E). In conclusion, the time-lapse analyses of fusion 

308 strains SmABΔR and SmABCΔR indicate that choreography of origin and terminus regions, encompassing 

309 position and order of origin segregation events, resembles that of the wild type with a tripartite genome 

310 configuration.

311 Chronology of segregation and spatial position of oriC and ΔoriA/B regions are altered in 

312 SmABCΔoriVΔR. Strain SmABCΔoriVΔR carries monopartite genomic DNA containing oriC but lacking 

313 both secondary replicon origins (repA1B1C1, oriB and repA2B2C2, oriA). We studied the 
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314 segregation chronology of active oriC, inactive oriA/B, and terminus regions in this strain to learn about 

315 the segregation properties of the 6.7 Mbp single replicon.

316 In an initial fluorescence microcopy snapshot series, we analyzed putative G1-phase SmABCΔoriVΔR 

317 cells filtered with a cut-off of 2.0 µm cell length and deduced the relative distance of oriC and both oriA/B 

318 foci to the cell equator. Striking differences were found between oriC localization in SmABCΔoriVΔR 

319 compared to wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells. In SmABCΔoriVΔR cells, the distribution of oriC 

320 localization showed two high-density clusters (S30 Fig), one in the cell pole (0.5 to 1 and -0.5 to -1) and 

321 one in the midcell area (0 to 0.5 and 0 to -0.5), representing about 65 % and 35 % of the cells analyzed, 

322 respectively (Fig 6A). In contrast, wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR showed oriC foci clustering in the 

323 cell pole area of 89 to 94 % of the cells analyzed (Fig 6A). We also observed that in SmABCΔoriVΔR, 

324 both oriA/B foci localized more frequently in the midcell area than in the cell pole area (S30 Fig) and 

325 therefore analyzed the subcellular localization of these loci in correlation to oriC localization (S31 Fig). 

326 Whereas only about 12 to 18 % of wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells showed one or both oriA/B 

327 foci together with oriC in the midcell area, this was the case for 43 to 47 % of SmABCΔoriVΔR cells 

328 (Fig 6B). Collectively, this data suggests aberrant localization of oriC in more than one third of 

329 SmABCΔoriVΔR G1 -phase cells.

330 To follow up on this observation, we performed time-lapse fluorescence microscopy. Analysis of this 

331 data revealed two different oriC localization patterns in the two sibling cells (Fig 6C). In three fourth of 

332 SmABCΔoriVΔR cells analyzed (n = 400), we found oriC localizing in one sibling in the midcell area 

333 (sibling 1) and in the other sibling at the cell pole (sibling 2) right before cell division. We analyzed 20 of 

334 the sibling 1 cells for the time point of visible oriC foci segregation and observed that this event occurred 

335 in the first cell cycle quarter (Fig 5A). Following cell cycle progression of 80 sibling 1 cells revealed that 

336 visible oriC foci segregation occurred in the midcell area (Fig 6D). In 81.3 % of these sibling 1 cells, right 

337 before cell division, segregation of oriC foci resulted in localization of one oriC focus (oriC2) at the new 

338 cell pole and the other (oriC1) in the mid-area of the mother cell compartment (S32 Fig). In the sibling 2 
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339 cells, we found duplication of the oriC focus (oriC1) at the old cell pole followed by translocation of one 

340 of the oriC foci (oriC2) to the new pole (Fig 6D). Right before cell division, this resulted in oriC2 foci 

341 localized at the new cell pole in 86.3% of the cells and oriC1 localized either at the old cell pole or in the 

342 mid-area of the mother cell compartment in 30.0% and 70.0% of the cells, respectively (S32 Fig). We 

343 identified the sibling 2 cells as the daughter cells since they most frequently adopted the oriC localization 

344 pattern of the previous sibling 1 cell (i.e. mother cell) after one cell cycle. A schematic summary of the 

345 predominant oriC segregation patterns in mother and daughter cells is shown in Fig 6E.

346 Moreover, we found that in mostly all mother cells analyzed displaying aberrant oriC localization the 

347 ∆oriA and delta ∆oriB regions lost their subpolar localization (S25 and S26 Fig). This is in agreement with 

348 our observation from the snapshot analysis. In addition to the change in the spatial position of the first 

349 visible segregation of fluorescently labeled oriC, we also observed a change for ∆oriB. Whereas in wild 

350 type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells, duplication of labeled oriB occurred mostly at midcell, oriB 

351 duplication in SmABCΔoriVΔR cells was observed in the new cell pole compartment (Fig 5B).

352 In SmABCΔoriVΔR, wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR mother cells, we observed two different 

353 temporal patterns of fluorescent foci duplication associated to ori and ter regions. Cells of the latter three 

354 strains showed arrival of the oriC2 focus at the new cell pole approximately in the end of the first cell cycle 

355 quarter and terC focus translocation from the new cell pole to the midcell area shortly after the midpoint of 

356 the cell cycle. In SmABCΔoriVΔR cells, however, terC focus translocation occurred already in the 

357 beginning of the second cell cycle quarter, whereas no clear difference was observed for the timepoint of 

358 oriC2 focus arrival at the new cell pole (Fig 5Cii). In these cells, doubling of terC and also of terA foci was 

359 predominantly observed in the second cell cycle quarter, whereas these events occurred in the last and third 

360 cell cycle quarter, respectively, in the three other strains (Fig 5A). Moreover, two foci representing the 

361 oriA regions were observed for the first time in SmABCΔoriVΔR cells shortly after the halfway point of 

362 the cell cycle, in contrast to duplication of the corresponding regions in cells of the other strains in the 

363 second quarter of the cell cycle (Fig 5A). Thus, in SmABCΔoriVΔR cells, visible segregation of terA 
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364 occurred before that of the oriA region. Duplication of terB and oriB foci was observed mostly at the 

365 end of the third cell cycle quarter, with duplication of terB in SmABCΔoriVΔR cells occurring on average 

366 before that of oriB (Fig.5A). In wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR cells, duplication of oriB was 

367 observed already in the second cell cycle quarter followed by terB duplication in the third cell cycle quarter. 

368 Similar differences in chronology of foci duplication were also observed when daughter cells of 

369 SmABCΔoriVΔR were compared with wild type, SmABΔR and SmABCΔR (S27 Fig; S4 Table).

370 A missense mutation in cell cycle kinase-encoding cckA is not responsible for aberrant ori 

371 localizations in SmABCΔoriVΔR but probably increased fitness of this strain

372 In addition to genome sequencing of SmAB, SmABC, and SmABCoriV (see above), we also determined 

373 the genome sequence of SmABΔR, SmABCΔR, and SmABCΔoriVΔR (S8 Table). In particular, a SNV in 

374 the coding sequence SMc00471 of the cell cycle histidine kinase CckA in SmABCΔoriVΔR attracted our 

375 attention. This SNV that causes amino acid substitution R436H (S33A Fig; S8 Table) was not found in the 

376 precursor strains.

377 To test whether this missense mutation was responsible for the aberrant oriC localization pattern in 

378 strain SmABCΔoriVΔR we attempted to revert the SNV to the wild-type cckA sequence in this strain, and 

379 failed. We then introduced this missense mutation into the wild type and SmABCΔR and analyzed the 

380 localization of oriC right before cell division in G1-phase cells, using ParB-Cerlulean for fluorescent 

381 labeling (Fig 7A; S33B and S33C Fig). Regarding polar (approx. 90 %) and midcell (approx. 10 %) 

382 localization of the ParB-Cerlulean mediated fluorescent focus, we found no difference between the strains 

383 carrying the SNV in cckA and the corresponding strains with wild type cckA (Fig 7A). However, in this 

384 comparison, growth of the strains with CckAR436H was slightly reduced (S33D Fig).

385 In addition, we used ParB-Cerlulean to analyze the oriC localization pattern in SmABCΔoriV, the direct 

386 precursor of SmABCΔoriVΔR. SmABCΔoriV carries the cckA wild type sequence and is already deleted 

387 for both secondary replicon replication origins (oriA/B). We found that the oriC localization pattern in 

388 SmABCΔoriV already deviates from the wild type-like pattern in SmABC, which has three intact 
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389 replication origins (Fig 7B). This implies that CckAR436H did not cause the observed mislocalization of oriC 

390 in SmABCΔoriVΔR. However, we found a strong difference in growth between SmABCΔoriV (CckA) and 

391 SmABCΔoriVΔR (CckAR436H) (S33E Fig.), indicating that the cckAR436H allele mitigates growth 

392 deficiencies of SmABCΔoriVΔR.

393  DISCUSSION

394 Although the universal single DNA replication origin paradigm for genomic DNA molecules seems to be 

395 true for most bacterial species, natural strain isolates containing chromosomes derived from cointegration 

396 of two or three replicons were found [7-10]. Previous studies of engineered E. coli strains indicate that 

397 disturbing chromosome organization patterns by integration of one or more additional oriC copies or re-

398 localization of oriC to ectopic locations can cause replication-transcription conflicts and issues with 

399 replication fork trap regions, which affect DNA replication and segregation, and promote selection of 

400 phenotype-moderating genome rearrangements and genetic suppressions [11,12,45-48]. In naturally 

401 occurring single-chromosome Vibrio (NSCV) strains of V. cholerae, a second origin was found to be either 

402 active or silenced depending on the position of the cointegration event [49], whereas in laboratory-generated 

403 fusions the Chr2 replication machinery was not functional [50,51]. These findings motivated us to ask about 

404 the effects of multiple replication origins and terminus regions in cointegrated bacterial replicons on spatial 

405 DNA organization and spatiotemporal patterns of replicon segregation.

406 We addressed these questions by converting the S. meliloti tripartite genome configuration into bi- and 

407 monopartite configurations. This set-up differed in several features from the engineered E. coli strains with 

408 multiple copies of oriC in the main chromosome. The S. meliloti replicon fusion strains have three different 

409 distinct origins of replication, each associated with a replicon-specific partitioning system [23]. Differential 

410 regulation of the activities of these origins promotes sequential replication initiation in the wild type during 

411 the cell cycle [18]. In the fused replicons, we aimed at retaining organizational properties of the replicons, 

412 such as GC skew, and distribution and orientation of KOPS and coding sequences. This was also the case 

413 for a natural occurring S. meliloti triple replicon cointegrate [7], which we approximately reproduced. Our 
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414 replicon fusion strategy by site-specific recombination reduced the likelihood of homologous 

415 recombination-mediated revertants, reported for the natural occurring S. meliloti triple replicon cointegrate 

416 [7]. This enabled investigating spatial DNA organization and spatiotemporal segregation patterns of a 

417 monopartite triple-replicon bacterial genome, mostly independent of aberrant replicon symmetry patterns 

418 and spontaneously occurring genome rearrangements in the studied strains.

419 Spatial organization and spatiotemporal segregation patterns of the engineered monopartite 

420 triple-replicon genome. We found that DNA replication initiated at all three origins in the triple replicon 

421 fusion strain. Conservation of replichore asymmetries in the oriC-oriB and oriB-oriA segments, and 

422 termination regions close to or overlapping the termination regions of the wild type argue for retained 

423 differences in the progression of the replication forks, e.g. by replication fork trapping sequences that slow 

424 down or stall the replisome [52]. This is contrary to what has been observed with V. cholerae [53]. The 

425 conservation of terC in the single replicon strain SmABCΔoriVΔR, with even extremely skewed 

426 replichores, provides clear evidence for mechanisms defining this region for termination in the replication 

427 process and for spatial organization.

428 Compared to the wild type, the engineered strain was unremarkable in morphology and growth behavior 

429 in complex medium, indicating that the new genome configuration does not significantly interfere with cell 

430 proliferation processes. However, high-salinity and hyperosmotic stress weakly reduced growth. High salt 

431 conditions are known to influence the supercoiling state of genomic DNA [54], thus, the triple replicon 

432 fusion strain may be somewhat less robust to conditions affecting DNA condensation.

433 In many bacteria, tethering of the chromosomal origin and terminus regions to cell poles plays an 

434 important role for spatial chromosome organization and segregation [55]. Previously, a longitudinal oriC 

435 (old pole)-terC (new pole) configuration of the main chromosome and subpolar localization (old pole) of 

436 the oris of the secondary replicons was reported for S. meliloti G1-phase cells with tripartite genome 

437 configuration [17,18]. Combining fluorescence microscopy and DNA random walk modeling, we found 

438 that polar localization of oriC and terC as well as subpolar localization of oriA and oriB are maintained in 
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439 cells of the S. meliloti triple replicon fusion strain, and thus significantly contribute to spatial organization 

440 of the genomic DNA. 

441 In many bacterial species with polarly localized oriC, the DNA-binding CTPase ParB [56, 57] binds to 

442 clusters of parS sequences in the ori region. It tethers this DNA region to a cell pole-associated protein 

443 scaffold once sister ori segregation is finished, acting as a landmark for the following segregation of the 

444 bulk of chromosomal DNA [56]. At both poles of C. crescentus cells, PopZ forms a scaffold interacting 

445 with ParB-parS [39,40]. In Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Rhizobium radiobacter), which like S. meliloti 

446 belongs to the Rhizobiaceae, the PopZ ortholog was observed at the new pole shortly after cell division 

447 [58]. This makes it unlikely that PopZ is involved in the spatial confinement of oriC in the old cell pole 

448 region in this species. Similar to its functional role in C. crescentus, PopZ may play a role in binding one 

449 oriC copy to the new cell pole in the process of chromosome partitioning [39,40]. In A. tumefaciens, the 

450 polar organelle development (Pod) protein PodJ localizes at the old pole [59] and is essential for tethering 

451 the oris of its main circular and its secondary linear chromosome to this pole in early phases of the cell 

452 cycle [60]. However, in S. meliloti, the ortholog PodJ1, which is a truncated version of PodJ, was only 

453 detected at the new cell pole [61], making its involvement in anchoring oriC to the old pole unlikely. 

454 Therefore, the pole organizing factor(s) tethering oriC to the old cell pole remain(s) to be identified in S. 

455 meliloti.

456 Factors that mediate spatial confinement of oriA and oriB to subpolar regions in S. meliloti are also still 

457 unknown. In Myxococcus xanthus, bactofilins that assemble into elongated scaffolds restrain the ParABS 

458 chromosome segregation machinery and thereby the chromosomal origin of replication to the subpolar 

459 region [62]. It is conceivable that similar cytoskeletal filaments mediate spatial confinement of oriA and 

460 oriB to the subpolar region in S. meliloti. This might also explain the greater cell-to-cell variance in spatial 

461 positions of these oris in the subpolar region compared to the spatially less variable polar localization of 

462 oriC.

463 Localization of terC at the old cell pole of G1-phase cells showed a very low cell-to-cell variance of 

464 spatial positions in the triple replicon fusion strain, which is likely mediated by orthologs of factors known 
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465 to be involved binding terC at the old cell pole in C. crescentus (see discussion below) [63, 64]. In contrast, 

466 cell-to-cell variance of the spatial positions of the terminus regions of the secondary replicons was high. 

467 Nevertheless, constraints on the diffusion of terA and terB within the limits of the observed variance were 

468 necessary for our in silico simulations to approximately reproduce the experimental observations. The 

469 spatial shift of terA in the triple replicon fusion strain argues against active positioning. We therefore 

470 speculate that these regions are subject to constraints on mobility, possibly due to a gradient of potential 

471 binding sites or inherent properties of the cytoplasm, such as molecular crowding [65,66] and viscosity 

472 influencing size-dependent motions of molecules [67].

473 The almost complete correspondence of the spatiotemporal segregation pattern of the origin and 

474 terminus regions of the three replicons in the wild type and in the triple replicon fusion strain indicates that 

475 the regulation of replication initiation and the processes relevant to segregation have been conserved. 

476 Consistent with a previous study [18], duplication and segregation of oriC commenced before these 

477 processes started for the oris of the secondary replicons, with a strong preference for oriA preceding oriB. 

478 However, in the current study, which examined a much larger number of cells compared with the previous 

479 study [18], the previously observed temporal order of duplication and segregation first of oriA and then of 

480 oriB was less stringent. The mechanism of coordination of replication initiation of secondary replicons with 

481 that of the chromosome in S. meliloti is still unknown. Transcriptome data [68] and DNA methylation 

482 pattern [69] of a S. meliloti wild type strain also suggest an asynchronous replication of the chromosome 

483 and the secondary replicons. Stronger upregulation of repC2 (pSymA) than repC1 (pSymB) transcripts 

484 during the cell cycle [68] might indicate a threshold-like mechanism contributing to the temporal preference 

485 for oriA replication initiation. In C. crescentus, the interplay of CcrM with GcrA is suggested to mediate 

486 methylation state dependent regulation of gene expression [70,71]. Since in S. meliloti, these two cell cycle 

487 regulators are conserved [70,72] and recognition motifs of the N6-adenosine methyltransferase CcrM were 

488 found upstream of cell cycle-regulated genes of the repABC loci on the secondary replicons [69], 

489 methylation state dependent regulation of gene expression is hypothesized to also contribute to the 

490 integration of these replicons in the cell cycle.
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491 We propose that translocation of terC from the new cell pole to midcell, observed approximately 

492 midway of the cell cycle in the S. meliloti wild type and triple fusion strain, is controlled by a mechanism 

493 similar to that suggested for C. crescentus. For most of the cell cycle, the replication terminus of the C. 

494 crescentus chromosome is colocalizing with FtsZ, which accumulates at the new cell pole in G1-phase cells 

495 and forms the Z-ring in the midcell region towards the end of the cell cycle [63]. Spatial coupling of both 

496 is mediated by interaction of the terminus recognition protein ZapT [63], the Z-ring associated proteins 

497 ZapA [73] and ZauP [64,74]. A potential homolog of ZapA (SMc03976) was reported in S. meliloti [75] 

498 and we found a candidate for a ZapT homologue (SMc01787) by sequence comparisons.

499 Spatial organization and spatiotemporal segregation patterns of the engineered monopartite 

500 single-replicon genome. Replicon fusions made initiator protein-encoding repC genes including the 

501 replication origins of the secondary replicons dispensable. This suggests that replisomes that initiated 

502 replication at oriC were not ultimately stalled in the original pSymA- and pSymB-derived terminus regions. 

503 Nevertheless, sequential deletion of secondary replicon-derived oris in strains with bi- or monopartite 

504 genome configuration was associated with reduced growth, possibly due to replication obstacles arising 

505 from the new replichore structures. 

506 Consistent with oriC and terC providing the main landmarks for DNA replication and segregation 

507 processes in the monopartite single-replicon strain, chronology of segregation of ΔoriA/B and ter loci 

508 changed compared to the monopartite triple-replicon strain. Segregation of these loci correlated with the 

509 position on the replicon sequence and the distance to oriC. Remarkably, we found that oriC and both 

510 ΔoriA/B loci lost polar and subpolar localization, respectively, in mother cells of the monopartite single-

511 replicon strain. This suggests that the repC and oriV deletions directly or indirectly affect mechanisms 

512 relevant for anchoring of these sequence elements. 

513 Based on our data, we hypothesize that the R436H amino acid substitution in CckA is a suppressor 

514 mutation that attenuates the growth deficiencies of the S. meliloti strain with monopartite single-replicon 

515 genome configuration constructed in this study. Cell cycle regulation by the CckA-ChpT-CtrA signaling 

516 pathway is wide-spread in α-proteobacteria [76]. The CckA phosphorelay controls the phosphorylation 
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517 status of ChpT which in turn regulates activity and stability of the cell cycle master regulator CtrA through 

518 phosphorylation [77]. CckA phosphatase activity enables initiation of DNA replication through 

519 dephosphorylation and degradation of CtrA [77,78]. The S. meliloti (S33A Fig) and C. crescentus CckA 

520 domain composition [79] is very similar. The R436H substitution in S. meliloti CckA locates in one of the 

521 PAS domains, which in C. crescentus were shown to regulate switching between the CckA kinase and 

522 phosphatase activities [79,80]. Narayanan and coworkers [81] identified a point mutation in the PAS-B 

523 domain of C. crescentus CckA that suppresses a topoisomerase IV inhibitor-induced chromosome 

524 segregation defect, possibly by slowing down the chromosome replication cycle. CckAR436H is therefore 

525 proposed to mitigate chromosome replication and/or segregation defects in a similar manner. We speculate 

526 that the R436H substitution promotes kinase or reduces phosphatase activity of S. meliloti CckA, which 

527 results in higher levels of CtrA-P repressing replication initiation and slowing down the cell cycle.

528  MATERIALS AND METHODS

529 Bacterial strains and cultivation conditions. Bacterial strains used in this study are derivatives of E. coli 

530 K12 and S. meliloti Rm1021 (S9 Table). E. coli was grown at 37°C in lysogeny broth (LB) medium [82, 

531 83]. S. meliloti strains were cultivated at 30°C in either tryptone yeast extract (TY) medium [84] or modified 

532 morpholinepropanesulfonic acid (MOPS)-buffered minimal medium [85] at 200 rpm. If required, the 

533 following antibiotics were used accordingly: gentamicin (8 µg/ml for E. coli, 30 µg/ml for S. meliloti), 

534 kanamycin (50 µg/ml for E. coli, 200 µg/ml for S. meliloti), streptomycin (600 µg/ml for S. meliloti), 

535 spectinomycin (100 µg/ml for E. coli, 200 µg/ml for S. meliloti) or tetracycline (10 µg/ml for E. coli and 3 

536 µg/ml for S. meliloti). Solid medium was supplemented with 1.5% (w/v) BD Difco™ technical agar (Fisher 

537 Scientific).

538 DNA manipulation and plasmid extraction. Plasmids used in this study are listed in S10 Table. Standard 

539 molecular techniques were employed for cloning and transfer of nucleic acids [83]. DNA fragments were 

540 PCR amplified using Q5® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) or Taq DNA 

541 Polymerase (New England Biolabs). DNA oligonucleotides were provided by Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and 
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542 Integrated DNA Technologies (USA) (S13 Table). For DNA purification and gel extractions the E.Z.N.A.® 

543 Cycle-Pure Kit (Omega Bio-Tek) and illustra™ GFX™ PCR DNA and Gel Band Purification Kit (GE 

544 Healthcare Life Sciences) were used, respectively. For phosphorylation of the 5′ hydroxyl terminus of PCR 

545 amplicons and oligonucleotides T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (Thermo Scientific) was applied. 

546 Dephosphorylation of DNA ends was performed by use of FastAP™ Thermosensitive Alkaline Phosphatase 

547 (Thermo Scientific). The fill in of 5′-overhangs in double stranded DNA to form blunt ends was achieved 

548 using the large fragment of DNA Polymerase I (Klenow fragment) (Thermo Scientific). T4 Ligase (Thermo 

549 Scientific) was used for ligation. Plasmid DNA was isolated using the “E.Z.N.A. Plasmid Mini Kit” (Omega 

550 Bio-Tek). All enzymatic catalyzation and purification steps were performed according to the 

551 manufacturer’s protocols and instructions. For sequence verification of plasmid and amplified DNA the 

552 sanger sequencing service of Eurofins Genomics (Germany) was used. For detailed information on the 

553 construction of individual plasmids refer to S12 Table.

554 Strain construction. Strains generated in this study are listed in S11 Table. Transfer of plasmids to 

555 S. meliloti was achieved by conjugation using E. coli S17-1 [86] or by electroporation as previously 

556 described [25]. Cells for electroporation were prepared as described in Ferri et al. [87]. Markerless 

557 integrations through double homologous recombination were carried out using pK18mobsacB derivatives 

558 and sucrose selection [88].

559 On the basis of a Cre/lox toolbox and S. meliloti Rm1021 derivative SmCreΔhsdR [25] the tripartite genome 

560 was merged in two consecutive steps. First, pSymA and pSymB were fused with each other, giving rise to 

561 the megaplasmid hybrid pSymAB harbored by S. meliloti strain SmAB. Therefore, pK18mobsacB 

562 derivatives pJD98 and pJD99 were used to integrate lox sites and antibiotic selection markers into 

563 SmCreΔhsdR for the site-specific recombination. After removal of active lox sites, SmAB was sequentially 

564 transformed with constructs pJD130 and pJD126 again providing lox sites and an additional antibiotic 

565 selection marker for integration of the chromosome and pSymB. Cre-mediated integration of pSymAB into 

566 the chromosome gave rise to SmABC with monopartite genome configuration. Cre/lox applications were 
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567 performed as described before [25]. Illustration of SmAB and SmABC strain generation and detailed 

568 information about the construction process is given in S1 Fig and S11 Table, respectively. 

569 In order to remove DNA replication origins of strain SmABC, deletion constructs pJD201 and pJD202 were 

570 used for sequential excision of the megaplasmid-encoded copies of repC and corresponding repBC 

571 intergenic regions. The deletion of both regions in SmABC resulted in strain SmABCΔoriV. By use of 

572 deletion constructs pJD222 and pJD229, S. meliloti strains SmAB, SmABC and SmABCΔoriV were further 

573 cured from spectinomycin and gentamicin resistance cassettes, respectively, giving rise to strains 

574 SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR accessible for constructs of the replicon labeling system. For 

575 in vivo studies of DNA organization and spatiotemporal dynamics of origin and terminus by fluorescence 

576 microscopy, a triple label system based on the fluorescent reporter gene fusions tetR-mVenus and lacI-

577 mCherry (derived from the FROS [36]) and parB-cerulean was developed. Initially, S. meliloti strains 

578 SmCreΔhsdR, SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR were transformed with pMW198. Deletion of 

579 the plasmid backbone via sucrose selection resulted in an in-frame fusion of the native parB gene with 

580 cerulean (oriC label). For analysis of the replisome formation and dynamics pK19ms DnaN‐mCherry [18] 

581 was used for markerless integration of the fluorophore. pK18mobsacB derivatives pMW186 (providing 120 

582 copies of the tetO array, tetO120) and pMW188 (carrying 120 copies of the lacO array, lacO120) were used 

583 for marker-free labeling of oriA (SMa2383 - SMa2385 intergenic region) and oriB (SMb20041 - SMb20042 

584 intergenic region), respectively. pK18mob2 derivatives pJD169 (tetO120), pMW193 (lacO120) and pJD170 

585 (tetO120) enabled labeling of terC (SMc01205 - SMc01204 intergenic region), terA (SMa1188 (nosX) - 

586 SMa1191 (hmp) intergenic region) and terB (SMb21555 (kefB2) - SMb21556 intergenic region), 

587 respectively. Regarding the ori/ter labeling, oriC pre-labeled strains were transformed with pJD169 

588 (oriC/terC labelling), pMW186 and pMW193 (oriC/oriA/terA labelling), or pMW188 and pJD170 

589 (oriC/oriB/terB labelling). Additionally, integrative pK18mob2 derivatives pAM25, pAM30, pAM31, 

590 pAM32 (KmR, tet0120) and pACYC177 derivatives pAM7, pAM13, pAM45, pAM47, pAM68, pAM69, 

591 pAM70 and pAM72 (GmR, lacO120) were used to label further genomic loci in context of the genome 

592 organization analysis. Repair of CckAR436H in SmABCΔoriVΔR was attempted using a double homologous 
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593 recombination strategy integrating pMW257 for markerless replacement of the cckA SNV (C→T) with wild 

594 type coding sequence of cckA. Reproduction of the CckAR436H mutation in strains of the wild type and 

595 SmABCΔR was achieved by markerless integration of cckA SNV (C → T) trough pMW256. Analysis of 

596 oriC localization in strains SmABC and SmABC∆oriV was realized by single crossover integration of 

597 pMW261.

598 Strain validation. Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis (PFGE) was used as method to validate the genome 

599 architecture after major fusion and integration/deletion steps. The applied PFGE protocol for DNA 

600 preparation and digestion was carried out as described for strain validations in Checcucci et al. [89]. To 

601 gain fusion strain characteristic banding patterns the restriction digestion of genomic DNA was performed 

602 with PacI (New England Biolabs, USA). For PFGE analysis, ¼ agarose plug with treated genomic DNA 

603 was separated in an 0.7% agarose gel (Pulse Field Certified Agarose, Bio-Rad, USA) and 0.5x TBE buffer 

604 at 12°C (44.5mM Tris-HCl, 44.5mM boric acid, 1mM EDTA) using the Rotaphor® System 6.0 (Analytik 

605 Jena, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Separation of DNA fragments was achieved 

606 with 130V-100V for 50-175sec at 130°-110° (run time 18h), 130V-80V for 175sec-500sec at 110° (run 

607 time 18h) and 80V-50V for 500sec-2000sec at 106° (run time 40h) with a logarithmic course of increase or 

608 decrease between varying parameters, respectively. 

609 For sequence specific analysis, including verification of proper deletions and detection of single-nucleotide 

610 variants (SNVs), all basic strains (SmCreΔhsdR, SmAB, SmABC, SmABCΔoriV, SmABΔ, SmABCΔR 

611 and SmABCΔoriVΔR) were subjected to next generation DNA sequencing using the MiSeq™ System 

612 (Illumina, USA). For preparation of genomic DNA, S. meliloti cells were grown in TY supplemented with 

613 appropriate antibiotics and harvested at optical density600 (OD600) of 1.0 by centrifugation at 3000g (4°C). 

614 Sample preparation was performed as previously described [90]. The investigation for single nucleotide 

615 variations was carried out using the Basic Variant Detection tool (v.2.1) of CLC genomic workbench 

616 (v.20.0.4) with a minimum coverage of eight, minimum count of four and minimum frequency of 50% for 

617 mapped reads. In a next step each SNV was analysed manually by eye and additionally validated by sanger 

618 sequencing in case of questionables.  
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619 Growth experiments. Prior to inoculation, overnight cultures were washed with 0.9% NaCl and adjusted 

620 to OD600 of 0.01-0.15 in TY or MOPS buffered medium supplemented with 600mg/ml streptomycin. 

621 Incubation Cultures were incubated in a 100 µl volume in a 96 well microtiter plate at 30°C and with 

622 shaking at 200 rpm. OD600 of cell cultures was measured every 30 min with a microplate reader (Tecan 

623 Infinite 200 PRO, Tecan, Switzerland).

624 Live cell microscopy and image analysis. S. meliloti cell cultures were grown in TY medium (glass tubes) 

625 supplemented with suitable antibiotics to OD600 of 0.25 for time lapse and OD600 of 0.5 for snapshot 

626 microscopy. To enrich cultures with G1-phase cells for snapshot analysis, strains were grown to OD600 of 

627 1.6 - 1.8, diluted to OD600 of 0.5 and subsequently used for microscopy. 1 µl of these cultures were then 

628 placed onto 1 % (w/v) molecular biology-grade agarose (Eurogentec, Belgium) pads containing ddH2O 

629 (snap shots) or MOPS minimal medium and suitable antibiotics (time lapse), covered with a cover glass 

630 and sealed with VALAP [91]. For visual examination of S. meliloti cells by phase contrast and 

631 epifluorescence microscopy an Eclipse Ti-E inverse research microscope (Nikon, Japan) equipped with a 

632 100x CFI Plan Apo1 oil objective (numerical aperture of 1.45), a green DPSS solid state laser (561 nm, 50 

633 mW; Sapphire) and a multiline Argonlaser (457/488/514 nm, 65 mW; Melles Griot) with AHF HC filter 

634 sets F36-513 DAPI (excitation band pass [ex bp] 387/11 nm, beam splitter [bs] 409 nm, emission [em] bp 

635 447/60 nm), F36-504 mCherry (ex bp 562/40 nm, bs 593 nm, em 624/40 nm), F36-528 mVenus (ex bp 

636 500/24 nm, bs 520 nm, and em bp 542/27 nm) was used. Exposure times ranged from 200 ms to 2 s. Image 

637 acquisition and adjustment was done with an Andor iXon3 885 electron-multiplyingcharge-coupled device 

638 (EMCCD) camera and the software NIS-Elements v.4.13 (Nikon, Japan), respectively. Time-lapse analysis 

639 was performed at 30°C in a microscope incubator and images were acquired every 2 or 5 minutes. Analysis 

640 of snap-shot and time-lapse microscopy images was performed using ImageJ plug-in MicrobeJ [92]. G1-

641 phase cells were filtered for a maximal length of 2.0 µm and presence a single ParB-cerulean focus 

642 indicative of non-segregated oriC.

643 Marker frequency analysis. For marker frequency analysis, S. meliloti strains SmABC and SmABCΔoriV 

644 were grown in 50 ml TY medium supplemented with 600 mg/ml streptomycin at an initial OD600 of 0.1. 
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645 After incubation at 30°C and 200 rpm, samples were taken at OD600 of 0.6 (exponential phase) or OD600 of 

646 ~ 2.6 (overnight culture, stationary phase). Cells were harvested by centrifugation (4000 g, 4°C) and 

647 immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. Preparation and acquisition of Illumina Miseq data were performed 

648 as previously described [90]. Paired-end reads were then mapped by the QuasR R package (v1.6.2) onto 

649 the S. meliloti replicons. Only unique hits were considered. Subsequently, the coverage was determined 

650 from the obtained mapped genomic DNA reads using the genomecov from the bedtools toolbox (v2.25.0). 

651 The average coverage of all samples ranged between 18 and 23. The coverage was normalized by the total 

652 coverage (sum of coverage) of each sample. To identify minimal variations in the copy number along the 

653 replicons, we used sliding window averaging. The size of the window comprised 200 kb. After averaging, 

654 the value at a certain position reflects the average coverage of about 2 % of the replicon left and right of 

655 the indicated position. This process averages out random noise and local sequence specific variation. To 

656 determine the copy number without prior information about the terminus region, the lower 10 % quantile 

657 of all windows was used to determine the reads in the terminus region. All windows where then normalized 

658 by this value, resulting in a copy number relative to the terminus region.

659 Modeling. For the simulations we used a model for DNA described by Buenemann and Lenz [43]. The 

660 basic assumptions of the model are 1) DNA can be modeled as a sequence of compacted units (S1 Text); 

661 2) compact units can be restricted in their spatial arrangement e.g. by the action of proteins; and 3) The 

662 measured organization of the chromosome in the cell results from averaging over many individual 

663 configurations that meet these constraints. For C. crescentus this model revealed that self-avoidance of 

664 DNA, specific positioning of the origin (and terminus) region and the compaction of DNA are sufficient to 

665 explain the strong linear correlation between specific positions on the chromosome and their longitudinal 

666 arrangement within the cell [43]. To predict the spatial organization of the merged replicons in the S. 

667 meliloti replicon fusion strain SmABC an expansion of the model by implementing not only one origin and 

668 one terminus as fixpoints, but three each was done. For realization, the A* algorithm was added to the 

669 model, which made it possible to generate random walks between any number of fixed points (S2 Text).
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670 Bioinformatic analysis. GC and GCc skew analysis of the tri-, bi- and monopartite S. meliloti genome was 

671 performed using GenSkew (http://genskew.csb.univie.ac.at, Feb. 2020). GC skew depictions of the 

672 individual replicons as shown in Fig 1 were generated using the CGView server 

673 (http://stothard.afns.ualberta.ca/cgview_server/ Feb. 2020). Oligonucleotide skews for KOPS were 

674 calculated with fuzznuc (http://emboss.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/emboss/fuzznuc?_pref_hide_optional=1, 

675 Mar. 2020). Functional domain analysis of S. meliloti CckA was done using the NCBI conserved domain 

676 database (CDSEARCH/cdd) [93-95] with low complexity filter, composition-based adjustment and an E-

677 value threshold of 0.01 (Oct. 2021). 

678 Data Availability Statement.

679 The sequence data presentet in this article are available at the ArrayExpress Archive under the accession 

680 number (to be provided). 
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694  ABBREVIATIONS

695 ori - origin 

696 ter - terminus 

697 SNV - single nucleotide variation

698 MFA - marker frequency analysis
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1030  FIGURE CAPTIONS

1031 Fig 1. Design and compositional properties of the genomic content in S. meliloti replicon fusion strains SmAB 

1032 and SmABC. 

1033 (A) Configurations of replicon fusions. The inner concentric ring represents the deviation (positive: grey colored, 

1034 negative: black colored) from the average GC-skew of the entire sequence calculated by a sliding window of (G-

1035 C)/(G+C). Replication origin of pSymA, pSymB and the chromosome (red circles including A/B/C); predicted 

1036 terminus region of pSymA, pSymB and the chromosome (black diamonds including A/B/C); chromosome (Chr); 

1037 pSymAB (AB); fusion product of pSymAB and the chromosome (ABC). (B) Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis of PacI 

1038 digested gDNA from S. meliloti strains SmCreΔhsdR (Wt), SmAB (AB) and SmABC (ABC). Expected banding 

1039 pattern for SmCreΔhsdR (wt): 3.65 Mbp (chromosome), 1.35 Mbp (pSymA), 1.15 Mbp (pSymB fragment 1), 0.53 

1040 Mbp (pSymB fragment 2). SmAB: 3.65 Mbp (chromosome), 1.67 Mbp, 0.83 Mbp, 0.53 Mbp. SmABC: 2.53 Mbp, 

1041 1.94 Mbp, 1.67 Mbp, 0.53 Mbp. M: PFGE marker yeast chromosomes, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Strain YNN295). 

1042 (C) Cumulated CDS skew (CDSc skew) curve represents the coding sequence orientation bias in the SmABC fusion 

1043 strain. (D) KOPS distribution in SmABC. For the analysis and representation of the replicon structure the E. coli 

1044 KOPS consensus sequence (GGGNAGGG) was used. KOPSc visualizes the accumulation of the KOPS motifs either 

1045 located on the forward strand (black lines) or on the reverse strand (grey lines) of the sequence in SmABC. Color 

1046 code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue).

1047 Fig 2. Basic characterization of S. meliloti replicon fusion strains SmAB and SmABC. 

1048 (A) Phase contrast microscopy images of SmAB, SmABC and precursor strain SmCreΔhsdR (wt) representative cells 

1049 at different stages of the cell cycle. Scale bar: 2 µm. (B) Growth of S. meliloti SmAB and SmABC compared to 

1050 precursor strain SmCreΔhsdR (wt) in rich medium (TY), minimal medium (MOPS low Pi), high salt medium (TY + 

1051 0.4 M NaCl) and high sucrose medium (TY + 0.5 M sucrose). Data represent the mean ± standard deviation of three 

1052 technical replicates. Growth curves of biological replicates are shown in S8A Fig.

1053 Fig 3. Deletion and mutational studies in S. meliloti SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB and SmABC fusion strains. 

1054 (A) Growth curves of S. meliloti SmAB and SmABC repC deletion strains. Prior to inoculation, overnight cultures 

1055 were washed with 0.9 % NaCl and adjusted to an OD600 ~ 0.15 in TY medium. Mean and standard deviation was 

1056 calculated from three technical replicates. (B) Morphology of the double repC deletion mutant strain SmABCΔoriV. 

1057 (C) Marker frequency analysis of SmABC and SmABCΔoriV of logarithmic (OD600 of 0.6) vs. stationary (OD600 of 

1058 2.6) cultures. Trimmed and normalized marker frequencies are depicted in log2 as a function of the genome position 

1059 in Mbp. Arrowheads indicate the position of origin and predicted terminus regions [32]. Note that SmABCΔoriV lacks 

1060 oriA and oriB due to repC deletions (ΔoriA and ΔoriB).

1061 Fig 4. Investigation and modeling of the spatial DNA organization in SmABCΔR.

1062 (A) Schematic true to scale representation of the SmABCΔR monopartite genome with tetO and lacO integration sites 

1063 1-18 selected to reveal the spatial configuration of the genomic DNA. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA 

1064 (green), pSymB (blue). Red circles: replication origins, black diamonds: terminus regions. (B) Example of snapshot 
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1065 images from labeled cells used for the 2D genome mapping study. Scale bar: 1 µm. (C) Normalized spatial localization 

1066 of labeled loci within SmABCΔR (filled circles) compared to SmCreΔhsdR (non-filled circles) with wild type genome 

1067 configuration as a function of the genome sequence coordinate. Old cell pole: 1, New cell pole: -1. (D) Scatter plots 

1068 of selected strains illustrate examples of similar (Pos. no.: 2, 3, 18) and clearly different distribution (Pos. no.: 5, 10, 

1069 16) of marked loci within SmABCΔR (red dots) and SmCreΔhsdR (black dots). (E) Example configuration of 

1070 simulations consolidating physical principles such as self-avoidance and compaction of DNA in a SmABCΔR cell 

1071 represented as sphero-cylindrical shape. (F) Model of DNA self-organization in SmABCΔR compared to the 

1072 experimental data. The model considers a spatial confinement (experimental standard deviation) for terA and terB in 

1073 addition to oriABC and terC as fixpoints. Shown are the normalized locations in the cell as a function of the position 

1074 on the genomic map. Experimental data of origins are indicated by red circles, terminus regions by black diamonds 

1075 and remaining marker positions with non-filled circles. The red line depicts the model results averaged over 276 cells. 

1076 Shaded areas represent the standard deviations. For the model a cell of 1800 nm and a loop-size of 1298 bp (DNA 

1077 within a “blob”) was used.

1078 Fig 5. Spatiotemporal pattern of origin and terminus regions in native and reorganized multi-replicon 

1079 backgrounds.

1080 (A) Temporal order of origin and terminus region segregation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR (AB), SmABCΔR 

1081 (ABC) and SmABCΔoriVΔR (ABCΔ). Colored bars with a black center indicate the standard deviation and the mean 

1082 timepoint of sister foci separation within the cell cycle normalized to 100 %. Analyzed M-cells: 20 (oriC), 10 (oriA/B) 

1083 and 5 (terA/B/C). (B) Localization of ori and ter foci segregation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and 

1084 SmABCΔoriVΔR. The bar chart depicts the relative longitudinal position of a single focus before separation within 

1085 the normalized cell (old pole: 0, new pole: 1, midcell: 0,5). Data represent the mean ± the standard deviation for oriC 

1086 (n=20), terC (n=5), oriA (n=10), terA (n=5), oriB (n=10) and terB (n=5) in M-cells. (C) Spatiotemporal choreography 

1087 of oriC and terC in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR. (i) Time lapse series with oriC 

1088 (ParB-cerulean) and terC (TetR-mVenus) in SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR. Scale bar: 1 µm. (ii) Timepoint of 

1089 oriC (cyan circles) arriving at the new cell pole in relation to terC (yellow circles) release from the same pole within 

1090 a normalized cell cycle (0-100 %). Analyzed M-cells: 5 each. Black bar indicates the data mean. (D) Time lapse 

1091 microscopy series of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR as examples of sequential segregation of oriA and oriB with 

1092 varying order. Arrowheads depict the position of segregation start. (E) Percentage of cells with oriA foci (green) and 

1093 oriB foci (blue) segregating first. Cells analyzed: SmCreΔhsdR (wt) (n=172), SmABΔR (n=179), SmABCΔR 

1094 (n=169), and SmABCΔoriVΔR (n=197).

1095 Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Mother cell (M), daughter cell (D). Note that 

1096 SmABCΔoriVΔR lacks oriA and oriB due to repC deletions. For simplicity, localization of repABC loci is denoted 

1097 as oriA and oriB in panels A, B, C and E.

1098 Fig 6. Mislocalization of the replication origin regions in SmABCΔoriVΔR.

1099 (A) Localization of oriC in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR G1-phase cells. Bar chart 

1100 depict the percentage of cells with oriC (ParB-cerulean) foci at the cell poles (white cell compartment, 0.5 to 1 and -
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1101 0.5 to -1) and at midcell (grey cell compartment, 0.5 to -0.5). Cells analyzed: SmCreΔhsdR (wt) (n=480), SmABΔR 

1102 (n=581), SmABCΔR (n=371), SmABCΔoriVΔR (n=936). (B) Co-localization of oriA/B/C in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), 

1103 SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR G1-phase cells. Shown are the percentage of cells with localization of 

1104 either oriA/C (white bar), oriB/C (grey bar) and oriA/B/C (black bar) in the midcell area (0.5 to -0.5). Cells analyzed: 

1105 SmCreΔhsdR (wt) (n=639), SmABΔR (n=460), SmABCΔR (n=405), SmABCΔoriVΔR (n=246). Dots in the 

1106 schematic cells represent oriC (grey), oriA (green) and oriB (blue). Note that SmABCΔoriVΔR lacks oriA and oriB 

1107 due to repC deletions. For simplicity, localization of repABC loci is denoted as oriA and oriB. (C) Analysis of oriC 

1108 localization in predivisional cells of SmABCΔoriVΔR. The density map indicates the position of the chromosomal 

1109 origin in sibling 1 (left cell) and sibling 2 (right cell) of predivisional cells (n=400) in a normalized scale. Snapshot 

1110 images and percentage of the two major oriC spatial position patterns in predivisional cells. Scale bar: 2 µm. (D) Time 

1111 lapse microscopy series of generic oriC choreography in sibling cells of SmABCΔoriVΔR. Arrowheads depict the 

1112 position of visible oriC foci segregation. Scale bar: 1µm. (E) Model of oriC choreography in SmABCΔoriVΔR. The 

1113 model differentiates between oriC coordination in daughter (D, light grey) and mother (M, anthracite) cells. Cyan 

1114 cycles with numbers (1: oriC1, 2: oriC2) represent the deduced oriC positioning within the cells.

1115 Fig 7. Localization of the chromosomal origin in fusion strains with wild type CckA and CckAR436H.

1116 (A) Localization of oriC (ParB-cerulean) in SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR G1-phase cells with cckAR436H (black 

1117 bars) compared to respective strains with wild type cckA (grey shaded bars). Cells analyzed: SmCreΔhsdR n= 480 

1118 (cckAwt), n=407 (cckAR436H), SmABCΔR n= 371 (cckAwt), n=352 (cckAR436H). Snapshot images as example for polar 

1119 and midcell localization of oriC. Scale bar: 1 µm. (B) Comparison of polar and midcell localization of oriC in 

1120 SmABCΔoriV (precursor of SmABCΔoriVΔR) and SmABC, both with wild type cckA. White bars depict the 

1121 percentage of cells with polar oriC localization whereas grey bars represent midcell localization. Cells analyzed: 

1122 SmABCΔoriV (n= 472), SmABC (n=584).
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1140  SUPPORTING INFORMATION

1141 S1 Fig. Construction of S. meliloti SmAB and SmABC. (A) Initially, S. meliloti SmCreΔhsdR (wild type) was transformed with 
1142 integrative pK18mobsacB derivatives pJD98 and pJD99, thereby providing loxL and loxR sites (black triangles, non-filled indicates 
1143 mutation) at 125°(pSymA) and 169°(pSymB) for Cre-mediated megaplasmid fusion and components of a spectinomycin resistance 
1144 cassette allowing for positive selection after Cre/lox recombination. Plasmid backbone of pJD99 was deleted via sacB mediated 
1145 sucrose selection. In contrast, the backbone of pJD98 was retained for enabling sucrose selection in a later step. Due to Cre-
1146 mediated replicon fusion, the homologous nodPQ1(SMa0855/SMa0857) and nodPQ2 (SMb21223/SMb21224) operon came into 
1147 close proximity, flanking the pJD98 derived plasmid backbone, thereby enabling sucrose selection-mediated deletion of the vector 
1148 backbone and a wild type loxP site (resulting from loxL/R mediated Cre recombination). Thus, the resulting strain SmAB could be 
1149 easily used for further Cre/lox reactions. PaacC1: Constitutive resistance cassette promoter. (B) S. meliloti strain SmAB was then 
1150 transformed with pK18mobsacB derivative pJD130 which provides the hybrid replicon pSymAB with a loxL site at 238° followed 
1151 by the constitutive promoter Pmin2. Sucrose selection-mediated deletion of the plasmid backbone resulted in strain JDSm111 which 
1152 was then transformed with pJD126. In this way the chromosome was equipped with a loxR site at 246° and the promoterless 
1153 gentamicin resistance gene aacC1, thereby allowing for selection on gentamicin resistance after Cre/lox recombination. Thus, the 
1154 resulting strain SmABC exhibited an entirely merged genome and antibiotic resistances against tetracycline, spectinomycin and 
1155 gentamicin. lox sites were integrated close to the algI homologs of pSymB (SMb20843) and the chromosome (SMc01551), thereby 
1156 enabling sucrose selection-mediated deletion of a remaining loxP site and the plasmid backbone. A/B/C: DNA replication origin/ 
1157 terminus region of pSymA/pSymB/chromosome. Mbp: Megabase pairs. R: antibiotic resistance gene. 

1158 S2 Fig. Transition zone validation in SmAB, SmABC and precursor strains. (A) Successful merging of pSymA and pSymB 
1159 was initially verified using PCR. Amplification of a DNA segment covering the loxP fusion site 1 (FS1) with primer 239/131 (blue 
1160 arrows, fragment size: 0.76 kb) was only possible for strain JDSm98 (2) after Cre/lox-mediated fusion and sucrose selection. In 
1161 turn and as expected, this primer combination did not lead to an amplicon in the pre-fusion strain JDSm97 (1) and not in the final 
1162 secondary replicon fusion strains SmAB R1 (4) and SmAB R2 (3) after locking the genomic design by sucrose selection-mediated 
1163 removal of the pJD98 vector backbone including the wild type loxP and primer binding site. Using primer 236/249 (red arrows, 
1164 fragment size: 1.68 kb) targeting fusion site 2 (FS2) including the mutated loxLR site, PCR amplification was achieved for strains 
1165 JDSm98 (2), SmAB R1 (4) and SmAB R2 (3) but not for JDSm97 (1). (B) Proper fusion between the chromosome and pSymAB 
1166 was validated using PCR amplification of the fusion site 3 (FS3) for strain JDSm121 (6), SmABC R1 (8) and SmABC R2 (7) with 
1167 primer 360/247 (green arrows, fragment size: 1.18kb), but not for the pre-fusion strain JDSm118 (5). Fusion at site 4 (FS4) was 
1168 confirmed with primer 363/131 (orange arrows, fragment size: 0.80 kb) for strain JDSm121 (6). As expected, no amplification with 
1169 this primer combination could be achieved for the pre-fusion strain JDSm118 (5) and the final SmABC strains (7/8) with removed 
1170 pJD126 backbone including the wild type loxP and primer binding site.

1171 S3 Fig. Replichore ratio in S. meliloti fusion strains. (A) Predicted replicon structure and replichore distribution in SmCreΔhsdR 
1172 (wt), SmAB and SmABC. Dashed arrows with circular basis depict the predicted bidirectional replication movement of the 
1173 individual replichores emerging from oriC, oriA and oriB. (B) Percentage ratio between the left (black) and right (grey) replichores 
1174 of the chromosome (Chr) and secondary replicons in S. meliloti wild type, SmAB and SmABC. Red circles with A/B/C: replication 
1175 origin of pSymA/pSymB/chromosome, Black diamonds with A/B/C: predicted terminus of pSymA/pSymB/ chromosome.

1176 S4 Fig. Visualization of the asymmetric nucleotide composition in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB and SmABC. The abundance 
1177 of nucleotides is represented by the GC skew value of each replicon sequence. Analyzed sequences were subdivided into 1000 
1178 parts (windows) and the GC skew was calculated for each window as (G – C) / (G + C). The GC skew graph depicts the value of 
1179 individual windows at certain positions moving with a defined step size along the analyzed sequence. The cumulative GC skew 
1180 (GCC skew) was calculated by addition of all GC-values from adjacent windows up to a specific position thereby most likely 
1181 representing the replichore bias with minimum values at origin and maximum values at terminus regions. The underlying nucleotide 
1182 skew data were generated using GenSkew (http://genskew.csb.univie.ac.at). Analysis parameter: SmCreΔhsdR (Chromosome): 
1183 GC-content: 62.7 %, window and step size: 3650 bp, max. GCC value: 6.44 (Pos: 1.73 Mbp), min. GCC value: -3.94 (3.65 Mbp). 
1184 SmCreΔhsdR (pSymA): GC-content: 60.4 %, window and step size: 1354 bp, max. GCC value: 3.16 (Pos: 0.55 Mbp), min. GCC 

1185 value: -3.29 (1.35 Mbp). SmCreΔhsdR (pSmyB): GC-content: 62.4 %, window and step size: 1686 bp, max. GCC value: 6.65 (Pos: 
1186 1.10 Mbp), min. GCC value: -0.64 (0.05 Mbp). SmAB (pSymAB): GC-content: 61.5 %, window and step size: 3038 bp, max. GCC 
1187 value: 3.02 (Pos: 2.23 Mbp), min. GCC value: -0.06 (1.43 Mbp). SmABC (Chr. + pSymAB): GC-content: 62.2 %, window and step 
1188 size: 6683 bp, max. GCC value: 3.52 (Pos: 1.74 Mbp), min. GCC value: -2.23 (6.68 Mbp). Positions of terminus regions are based 
1189 on architecture imparting motif sequence (AIMS) predictions (Hendrickson & Lawrence, 2006). Color code: Chromosome (grey), 
1190 pSymA (green), pSymB (blue).   

1191 S5 Fig. Gene orientation bias in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB and SmABC. The number of coding sequences (CDS) located on 
1192 the individual replicons revealed a gene strand bias between the leading (solid line) and the lagging (dashed line) strand of a 
1193 replichore with genes predominantly accumulating on the leading strand. SmCreΔhsdR (wt) Chr: 1871 CDS (56 %) on the leading 
1194 and 1488 CDS (44 %) on the lagging strand, pSymA: 787 CDS (61 %) on the leading and 503 CDS (39 %) on the lagging strand, 
1195 pSymB: 918 CDS (58 %) on the leading and 669 CDS (42 %) on the lagging strand. SmAB (pSymAB): 1691 CDS (59 %) on the 
1196 leading and 1183 CDS (41 %) on the lagging strands. SmABC (ABC): 3562 CDS (57 %) on the leading and 2666 CDS (43 %) on 
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1197 the lagging strands. Terminus regions depicted as predicted by Hendrickson & Lawrence, 2006. Color code: Chromosome (grey), 
1198 pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). oriA/B/C: origin of replication, terA/B/C: terminus region.

1199 S6 Fig. Oligonucleotide bias of FtsK orienting polar sequences (KOPS). Count of the E. coli KOPS consensus motif 
1200 GGGNAGGG (Bigot et al., 2005) on the forward (filled circels) and complementary strand (non-filled circles) respectively is 
1201 depicted as a function of the position on the genome sequence. The KOPS sequence as an architecture imparting motif was used to 
1202 display the strand asymmetry bias on the individual replichores. KOPS distribution was analysed by use of fuzznuc 
1203 (http://emboss.toulouse.inra.fr/cgi-bin/emboss/fuzznuc?_pref_hide_optional=1). Terminus regions depicted as predicted by 
1204 Hendrickson & Lawrence, 2006. Color code: Chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). oriA/B/C: origin of replication, 
1205 terA/B/C: terminus region. Mbp: megabase pairs.

1206 S7 Fig. Cell shape of SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB, SmABC in TY and TY with 0.4M NaCl. (A) Microscopic snapshot analysis 
1207 revealed a small subpopulation of cells with misplaced division septum (orange arrowhead) probably resulting in coccus-shaped 
1208 cell types here termed as minicells (red arrowhead). Scale bar: 2 µm. (B) Scatter plot with cell length [µm] as a function of cell 
1209 area [µm2] demonstrate the size distribution of SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB and SmABC strains in an exponential growth phase 
1210 culture. The proportion of minicells defined with cell length <1 µm and area <0.6 µm2 is indicated by the red square. C: Percentage 
1211 of minicells in TY with wt: 0.15 % ([n=1958), SmAB: 0.16 % (n=2501), SmABC 0,15 % (n=1989) and TY [0.4 M NaCl] with wt: 
1212 0.04 % (n=2739), SmAB: 0.3 % (n=1687), SmABC: 0.08 % (n=2395). 

1213 S8 Fig. Growth of SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB and SmABC. (A) Growth of SmAB and SmABC replicate 2 compared to the 
1214 precursor strain SmCreΔhsdR (wt) with wild type genome configuration as a control in rich medium (TY), low phosphate minimal 
1215 medium (MOPS) and TY supplemented with either 0.4 M NaCl or 0.5 M sucrose. (B) Hypersaline (0.6 M NaCl) and high sugar 
1216 (0.7 M sucrose) condition revealed an increasing negative effect on growth behavior for strains SmAB and SmABC. However, 
1217 even SmCreΔhsdR with wild type-like genome configuration exhibit a diminished growth capacity under this stress conditions. 
1218 For the analysis, cell cultures were grown for 40 h and 70 h, respectively at 30 °C under shaking conditions (200 rpm). Optical 
1219 density was measured every 30 minutes at 600 nm (OD600). Prior to inoculation, overnight cultures were washed with 0.9 % NaCl 
1220 and adjusted to an OD600 ~ 0.01 (TY+ 0.4 M NaCl, TY+ 0.5 M and 0.7 M sucrose) or 0.1 (TY, MOPS and TY+ 0.6 M NaCl) in 
1221 respective media supplemented with 600 µg/ml streptomycin. Error bars indicate standard deviation calculated from three technical 
1222 replicates. 

1223 S9 Fig. Deletion of oriC. Previously, putative DnaA boxes 2-4 were identified to be essential for functionality of a minimal 
1224 chromosome origin (Sibley et al., 2006). Moreover, the transcription start site of hemE has been determined (Schlüter et al., 2013) 
1225 allowing for prediction of respective promoter motifs. In order to test whether the oriC region can be deleted when the genome is 
1226 entirely merged, S. meliloti SmABC was transformed with deletion constructs pJD226-228 and sacB mediated sucrose selection 
1227 was performed. However, clones lacking regions Δ1 (genome position smc3654130-smc283), Δ2 (smc3654130-smc478) or Δ3 
1228 (smc292-smc478) could not be identified. 

1229 S10 Fig. Characterization of S. meliloti replicon fusion strains lacking repC and repBC intergenic region. (A) repC deletion 
1230 constructs pJD202 (ΔrepC1) and pJD201 (ΔrepC2) enabled deletion of the megaplasmid oriVs in S. meliloti strains SmAB and 
1231 SmABC but not in the wild type. (B) Proper deletion in the corresponding strains SmABΔrepC1/2, SmABCΔrepC1/2 and 
1232 SmABCΔoriV (lacking both repC1 and repC2) was verified via PCR amplification of the deletion site using primers i) 852+853 
1233 (wt: 3.15 kb, ΔrepC1:1.67 kb) and ii) 850+851 (wt: 2.85 kb, ΔrepC2: 1.39 kb). Additionaly, repC1/2 deletion in SmABCΔoriV 
1234 was confirmed using paired-end MiSeq Illumina® sequencing. C: Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (0.5 x TBE, 0.7 % agarose, 
1235 separation 72 h) banding pattern of PacI-digested gDNA from S. meliloti SmAB derivatives (fragments sizes in Mbp: 3.65, 1.67, 
1236 0.83, 0.53) and SmABC derivatives (fragment sizes in Mbp: 2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53) verifies the expected genome configuration. M: 
1237 PFGE marker S. cerevisiae, Biorad.

1238 S11 Fig. Marker frequency analysis to assess origin activities and location of replication terminus region in the wild type 
1239 strain SmCreΔhsdR (A), SmABC (B) and SmABCΔoriV (C). Shown are the averaged copy number profiles based on Illumina 
1240 sequencing as the log2 ratio of each nucleotide in sequences calculated using a sliding window of 200 bp. Black arrowheads depict 
1241 the position of individual origin regions (Sibley et al., 2006, Cervantes-Rivera et al., 2011) and terminus regions as predicted by 
1242 Hendrickson and Lawrence, 2006. Red arrowheads in the profile of SmABCΔoriV represent the deleted oriA (ΔoriA) and oriB 
1243 (ΔoriB) region. Colored (grey, blue, green) arrowheads indicate the local minima of the marker frequency analysis (MFAmin) in 
1244 each strain. Non-filled arrowheads represent the position of the wild type MFAmin in profiles of SmABC and SmABCΔoriV.

1245 S12 Fig. Replisome formation and dynamics in SmABCΔR vs SmABCΔoriVΔR. For visualization and comparison of the 
1246 intracellular replisome dynamics native dnaN in MWSm230 (SmABCΔR with parB::cerulean) and MWSm285 (SmABCΔoriVΔR 
1247 with parB::cerulean) was replaced by a dnaN-mCherry translational fusion using pK19ms DnaN‐mCherry. The resulting strains 
1248 SmABC∆R-DnaN-mCh and SmABC∆oriV∆R-DnaN-mCh were analyzed in a 2 min interval time lapse series. The occurrence of 
1249 1-4 mCherry fluorescent foci in SmABCΔR and 1-2 foci in SmABCΔoriVΔR (indicated by white arrowheads) in selected time 
1250 spots demonstrate a reduced replisome formation for SmABCΔoriVΔR suggesting loss of the replication initiation capacity of the 
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1251 secondary replicon’s repABC modules deleted for repC and its intrinsic oriV. ParB-Cerulean foci visualize the location of the 
1252 oriC(s) over the period of time.

1253 S13 Fig. Generation of antibiotic resistance marker-free S. meliloti fusion strains. (A) Deletion of spectinomycin resistance 
1254 cassette (Pmin2-aadA1) and gentamicin resistance cassette (Pmin2-aacC1) together with the remaining loxLR sites from SmAB, 
1255 SmABC and SmABCΔoriV leads to fusion strain variants SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR. i) Proper removal of 
1256 SpecR in respective strains was realized using construct pJD222 and verified by PCR with primer 792/793 (precursor strains: 2.32 
1257 kb, ΔSpecR: 1.16 kb). ii) Construct pJD229 mediated deletion of GmR was confirmed using primer 794/795 (precursor strains: 
1258 1.89 kb, ΔGmR: 1.24 kb). (B) Genome configuration in SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR was validated using pulsed-
1259 field gel electrophoresis (0.5 x TBE, 0.7 % agarose, separation 72 h). Banding pattern of PacI-digested gDNA from SmABΔR 
1260 (fragments sizes in Mbp: 3.65, 1.67, 0.83, 0.53), SmABCΔR derivative (fragment sizes in Mbp: 2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53) and 
1261 SmABCΔoriVΔR derivative (fragment sizes in Mbp: 2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53) compared to the direct precursor strains SmAB and 
1262 SmABC. M: PFGE marker S. cerevisiae, Biorad.

1263 S14 Fig. Establishment of a genome architecture independent labeling strategy. (A) Components of the triple color system. A 
1264 marker free in-frame fusion of mcerulean with parB (realized by integration of pMW198 via double homologous recombination) 
1265 enables a constitutively expressed labeling of the chromosomal origin (oriC) in all relevant S. meliloti genome variants. The second 
1266 part of the system (FROS) consists of a plasmid-based expression of lacI-mCherry and tetR-mVenus and enables the labeling of 
1267 individual positions by genomic integration of related tetO120 and lacO120 arrays. Equipped with a mobilization site, the pFROS 
1268 plasmid can be either transferred via conjugation or electroporation in all S. meliloti genome variants. (B) Validation of suitable 
1269 ParB-Cerulean function in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR. Snapshot images revealed a 
1270 formation of either one or two fluorescence foci predominant at the pole envelope indicating the system to constitute as proper oriC 
1271 label. Growth curves of strains with parB-cerulean fusion show no negative effect on growth behavior when compared to direct 
1272 precursor strains. (C) Putative parS A2+3 boxes for ParB binding on the S. meliloti chromosome. An incomplete A2+3 box is 
1273 located 603 nt upstream of parA (parS1, gtttcacgtgaaac, position smc3647435), and a further complete palindrome (which is also 
1274 covered by parS1) is situated 2606 nt upstream of parA (parS2, cgtttcacgtgaaacg, genome position smc3649438). Interestingly, a 
1275 degenerated variant (parS3, gwttcacgtgaawc; w= a or t) exclusively occurs on the chromosome and covers a 90 kb region including 
1276 parAB-oriC (at genome positions smc1945, -54110, -3618431, -3634210, -3647435, -3649439, -3651011, -3652552). (D) 
1277 Fluorescence microscopy analysis of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR revealed a sufficient fluorescent signal intensity after 2h, 
1278 4h and 6h. This demonstrates that expression of the FROS reporter genes from pFROS can be achieved without any inducer (basal 
1279 promotor activity coupled to plasmid copy number) over a long period of time which makes the system in particular attractive for 
1280 long term analysis, like time lapse applications.

1281 S15 Fig. Genome structure validation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR before analysis of spatial DNA organization. 
1282 Pulsed field electrophoresis banding pattern of PacI-digested gDNA from (A) SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and (B) SmABCΔR with 
1283 parB::cerulean and integration of either a tetO120 array at loci 18, 17, 16, 5 or a lacO120 array at loci 2, 3, 10, 13, 6, 15, 14, 9. 
1284 Fragment sizes of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) derivatives (3.65, 1.35, 1.15, 0.53 Mbp) and SmABCΔR derivatives (2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53 
1285 Mbp). Strains SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR serving as control (C).

1286 S16 Fig. Genome organization in SmABCΔR compared to the wild type. (A) Marker integration sites in genomic DNA of 
1287 SmABCΔR and SmCreΔhsdR (wt) (for detailed information on the position of genomic integrations please refer to S1 Table) (B) 
1288 Comparison of the fluorescent foci distribution in early G1-phase cells (cell length max: 2.0 µm, single ParB-Cerulean focus) of in 
1289 SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR. Old pole: 1, new pole: -1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). 
1290 Origins are represented as red circles and terminus regions as black diamonds.

1291 S17 Fig. Modeling of spatial DNA arrangement in SmABCΔR. Model prediction for the organization the ABC fusion in SmABC 
1292 with (A) oriC (B) oriC and terC (C) oriABC (D) oriABC and terC as fixpoints at the mean experimental position. Shown are the 
1293 normalized positions in the cell (old pole: 1; new pole: -1) as a function of the position on the genomic map [Mbp]. Experimental 
1294 data of origins are indicated by red circles, terminus regions by black diamonds and remaining marker positions with non-filled 
1295 circles. The red line depicts the model results averaged over 200 cells. Shaded areas represent the standard deviations. For each 
1296 simulation, a cell size of 1800 nm and a loop size of 1298 bp (DNA within a “blob”) was assumed. E: Bar chart of the dispersion 
1297 of the experimental marker data for SmABCΔR. The statistical dispersion is measured via the mean absolute deviation (MAD). 
1298 The horizontal dashed line indicates the average dispersion (0.35) over all marker. 

1299 S18 Fig. Verification of the genome configuration in S. meliloti strains with origin and terminus marker. Pulsed-field gel 
1300 electrophoresis banding pattern of PacI digested gDNA from SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR 
1301 with (A) parB-cerulean (oriC) and tetO120 array integration at SMc01205 (terC) (B) parB-cerulean (oriC), tetO120 array integration 
1302 at the SMa2383 - SMa2385 intergenic region (oriA) and lacO120 array integration at the SMb20041 - SMb20042 intergenic region 
1303 (oriB), (C) parB-cerulean (oriC), tetO120 array integration at the SMa2383 - SMa2385 intergenic region (oriA) and lacO120 array 
1304 integration at SMa1188 (terA), (D) parB-cerulean (oriC), lacO120 array integration at the SMb20041 - SMb20042 intergenic region 
1305 (oriB) and tetO120 array integration at SMb21555 (terB). Expected fragment sizes for SmCreΔhsdR derivatives (3.65, 1.35, 1.15, 
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1306 0.53 Mbp), SmABΔR derivatives (3.65, 1.67, 0.83, 0.53 Mbp), SmABCΔR derivatives (2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53 Mbp) and 
1307 SmABCΔoriVΔR derivatives (2.53, 1.94, 1.67, 0.53 Mbp). M: PFGE marker S. cerevisiae, Biorad.

1308 S19 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/oriB and oriC/terC regions in 
1309 SmCreΔhsdR (wt) during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) 
1310 and oriB (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC 
1311 (ParB-cerulean) and terC (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell with old pole at 
1312 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as circles and terminus 
1313 regions as diamonds.

1314 S20 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/terA and oriC/oriB/terB regions in 
1315 SmCreΔhsdR (wt) during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) 
1316 and terA (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC 
1317 (ParB-cerulean), oriB (LacI-mCherry) and terB (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within 
1318 the cell with old pole at 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are 
1319 represented as circles and terminus regions as diamonds.

1320 S21 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/oriB and oriC/terC regions in 
1321 SmABΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) and oriB 
1322 (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC (ParB-
1323 cerulean) and terC (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell with old pole at 0 and 
1324 new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as circles and terminus 
1325 regions as diamonds.

1326 S22 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/terA and oriC/oriB/terB regions in 
1327 SmABΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) and terA 
1328 (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC (ParB-
1329 cerulean), oriB (LacI-mCherry) and terB (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell 
1330 with old pole at 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as 
1331 circles and terminus regions as diamonds.

1332 S23 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/oriB and oriC/terC regions in 
1333 SmABCΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) and oriB 
1334 (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC (ParB-
1335 cerulean) and terC (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell with old pole at 0 and 
1336 new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as circles and terminus 
1337 regions as diamonds.

1338 S24 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/oriA/terA and oriC/oriB/terB regions in 
1339 SmABCΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), oriA (TetR-mVenus) and terA 
1340 (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC (ParB-
1341 cerulean), oriB (LacI-mCherry) and terB (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell 
1342 with old pole at 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as 
1343 circles and terminus regions as diamonds.

1344 S25 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/ΔoriA/ΔoriB and oriC/terC regions in 
1345 SmABCΔoriVΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), ΔoriA (TetR-mVenus) 
1346 and ΔoriB (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of oriC 
1347 (ParB-cerulean) and terC (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions within the cell with old pole at 
1348 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are represented as circles and terminus 
1349 regions as diamonds.

1350 S26 Fig. Visualization of single cell time lapse data focusing on localization of oriC/ΔoriA/terA and oriC/ΔoriB/terB regions 
1351 in SmABCΔoriVΔR during the cell cycle. (A) Trajectories of simultaneously tagged oriC (ParB-Cerulean), ΔoriA (TetR-
1352 mVenus) and terA (LacI-mCherry) regions in mother cells (M, upper plots) and daughter cells (D, lower plots). (B) Trajectories of 
1353 oriC (ParB-cerulean), ΔoriB (LacI-mCherry) and terB (TetR-mVenus) regions in M and D-cells. Shown is the relative positions 
1354 within the cell with old pole at 0 and new pole at 1. Color code: chromosome (grey), pSymA (green), pSymB (blue). Origins are 
1355 represented as circles and terminus regions as diamonds.

1356 S27 Fig. Timepoint of visual segregation of origin and terminus foci in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB (AB), SmABC (ABC) and 
1357 SmABCΔoriVΔR (ABCΔ) daughter cells [D]. Bar chart depicting the timepoint of visual foci segregation within the S. meliloti 
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1358 cell cycle normalized to 100 % (0 % - cell cycle start, 100 % - cell cycle completed). Bars are indicative for the standard deviation 
1359 (SD) with the mean as black centered lines. 

1360 S28 Fig. Localization of origin and terminus foci segregation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB (AB), SmABC (ABC) and 
1361 SmABCΔoriVΔR (ABCΔ) daughter cells [D]. Bar chart depicting the longitudinal position of visual foci segregation within the 
1362 S. meliloti cell normalized to 1 (0 - old pole, 1 – new pole). Bars are indicative for the standard deviation (SD) with the mean as 
1363 black centered lines.

1364 S29 Fig. oriA and oriB segregation. (A) Scatter plot with timing of the oriA and oriB segregation events post oriC segregation in 
1365 the SmCreΔhsdR (wild type), SmABΔR (AB), SmABCΔR (ABC) and SmABCΔoriVΔR (ABCΔ) subdivided in mother and 
1366 dauther cells (n=100 each). Black line depict the mean values of the plot data. (B) Microscopy images of cells with simultaneously 
1367 segregating oriA/ΔoriA and oriB/ΔoriB foci within the chosen time lapse settings (5 minutes intervals between the individual 
1368 images). Arrowheads depict the localization of oriA/ΔoriA (yellow) and oriB/ΔoriB (red) before (upper panel) and after (lower 
1369 panel) the segregation event. Scale bar: 1 µm. C: Percentage of cells per strain (n=200 each) with simultaneous and consecutive 
1370 occurring segregation event.  

1371 S30 Fig. Comparison of oriC, oriA/ΔoriA and oriB/ΔoriB distribution in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and 
1372 SmABCΔoriVΔR. Violin plots depicts the normalized distance of the individual origin regions to the cell center (cell poles: 1 and 
1373 -1, cell center: 0). Plots are based on snapshot analysis of G1-phase cells filtered by size with a cut-off of 2.0 µm. Wild type (n=639), 
1374 SmABΔR (n=460), SmABCΔR (n=405) and SmABCΔoriVΔR (n=246).  

1375 S31 Fig. Origin co-localization scheme for SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and SmABCΔoriVΔR. The scheme 
1376 depict the distribution pattern of oriA/ΔoriA (green spots) oriB/ΔoriB (blue spots) and oriC (grey spots) in relation to each other. 
1377 Therefore, cells were divided into four compartments (1 to 0.5, 0.5 to 0, 0 to -0.5 and -0.5 to -1). Cells analyzed: SmCreΔhsdR (wt) 
1378 (n=639), SmABΔR (n=460), SmABCΔR (n=405) and SmABCΔoriVΔR (n=246).

1379 S32 Fig. oriC localization pattern in SmABCΔoriVΔR cells after one cell-division cycle. Depicted are the percentage of the 
1380 predominant oriC positions in the next generation of sibling cells emerging from either sibling 1 (grey) or sibling 2 (white). Cells 
1381 analyzed: n=80.  

1382 S33 Fig. Analysis of CckAR436H in S. meliloti wild type and genome fusion strains. (A) Schematic illustration of functional 
1383 domains of CckA predicted by Pfam, COG and SMART via NCBI CDD (Marchler-Bauer et al., 2011, 2015 and 1017). The red 
1384 line depicts the position of the missense mutation R436H. (B) Densitiy map of oriC (ParB-cerulean) localization in predivisional 
1385 sibling cells of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR with original and mutagenized cckA. (C) Percentage of predividional sibling 
1386 cells of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR with either both oriCs located at the poles (lower picture and values) or with at least 
1387 one oriC focus located in the midcell area (upper picture and values). (D) Growth curves of SmCreΔhsdR (wt) and SmABCΔR 
1388 with original CckA compared to the respective strains with CckAR436H. (E) Growth comparison of SmABCΔoriVΔR with the 
1389 precursor strain SmABCΔoriV and SmABCΔoriVΔR with parB::cerulean fusion.

1390 S1 Table. Underlying data of S16B Fig. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the relative longitudinal positions of fluorescent 
1391 foci within analyzed cells of SmABCΔR and the wild type. Old cell pole at 1, new cell pole at -1.

1392 S2 Table. Timepoint of origin and terminus foci segregation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmABΔR, SmABCΔR and 
1393 SmABCΔoriVΔR mother cells [M]. Corresponding values to Fig.5A (main manuscript). Mean and standard deviation (SD) of 
1394 corresponding origin / repABΔC (ΔoriA or ΔoriB) and terminus foci segregation normalized to a cell cycle duration of 100 % (0 
1395 % - cell cycle start, 100 % - cell cycle completed) in cells analyzed (n).

1396 S3 Table. Localization of origin and terminus foci segregation in SmCreΔhsdR (wt), SmAB, SmABC and SmABCΔoriVΔR 
1397 mother cells [M]. Corresponding values to Fig.5B. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the relative longitudinal position of 
1398 corresponding origin/ repABΔC (ΔoriA or ΔoriB) and terminus foci segregation normalized to 1 (0 - old pole (OP), 1 - new pole 
1399 (NP)) within cells analyzed (n).

1400 S4 Table. Values corresponding to S27 Fig. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of origin / repABΔC (ΔoriA or ΔoriB) and 
1401 terminus foci segregation normalized to a cell cycle duration of 100 % (0 % - cell cycle start, 100 % - cell cycle completed) in cells 
1402 analyzed (n).

1403 S5 Table. Values corresponding to S28 Fig. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the relative longitudinal position of 
1404 corresponding origin/ repABΔC (ΔoriA or ΔoriB) and terminus foci segregation normalized to 1 (0 - old pole, 1 - new pole) within 
1405 cells analyzed (n).

1406 S6 Table. Coding sequences that were removed or truncated upon the replicon fusion procedure. For details on the individual 
1407 fusion site (FS) please refer to S1 Fig and S2 Fig. 
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1408 S7 Table. Single nucleotide variations associated with the fusion procedure. Reference positions refer to the genome of 
1409 S. meliloti SmCre∆hsdR which was used as the reference for the basic variant detection analysis. CDS: coding sequence, * 
1410 paralogue, MBOAT: membrane bound O-acyl transferase

1411 S8 Table. Single nucleotide variations and nucleotide deletions in S. meliloti genome fusion strains. Reference positions refer 
1412 to the genome of S. meliloti SmCre∆hsdR which was used as the reference for the basic variant detection analysis. Red highlighted 
1413 row represents the SNV which lead to the missense mutation R436H in CckA (S33 Fig). CDS: coding sequence, IGR: intergenic 
1414 region. 

1415 S9 Table. Bacterial strains used in this study. 

1416 S10 Table. Plasmids used in this study. 

1417 S11 Table. Construction of S. meliloti replicon fusion strains and derivatives. 

1418 S12 Table. Plasmid construction.

1419 S13 Table. Oligonucleotides used in this study. 

1420 S1 Text. Model of compacted DNA.

1421 S2 Text. Monte Carlo sampling of configuration space.

1422 S3 Text. SI References.
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